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Carter again vows 
,-
grain eDlbargo ban 
By Jim Wisuri 
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer 
As king fo r a " persona l"' a nd 
"sa crific ia l commitment" from the 
thousands of people gathered in the 
Free Forum. J immy Carter reaffirmed 
his own commitment Tu~sday to stop 
grain embargoes. 
In a 10 minute speech delivered over. 
and at times drowned out by the 
exhortations of an Indiana evangelist 
seated in a tree behind the speakers 
platform. Carter railed against the 
evils of a Republican administration 
and promised. " There will never be 
another gra in embargo while J immy 
Carter is in the White House." 
Carter delivered no new s ta tements 
as had been hinted a t by his advance 
man. Dan Lee. relying instead on his 
standard indictments of the las t eight 
years of Repulicans in the White 
House-unprecedented high numbers of 
unemployed. a rising national defic it. 
and American mil itary and intelligence 
atrocities in Cambodia, Chile. and 
An~ola, and at home. 
• American people have been 
excluded from the process" of 
government " by the wall built around 
Was hin gton" by the Republ icans. 
Carter said. 
" You came to this ra lly because you 
believe in our country. Let's fight 
together. OK?" he asked in his second 
campaign appearance of the day. 
Carter's first stop Tuesday morning 
was at Columbia . S. C. as he headed 
into the final week. He was scheduled to 
appear at th Quad Ci ties airport and 
the Chicago a ea later Tuesday. 
He was joined on the podium by 
Democratic leaders. U.S. Sen. Adlai 
Stevenson, U. S. Rep. Paul Simon, Gov. 
Daniel Walker , gubernatorial candidate 
Michael Howlett, State Sens. Gene 
Johns and Ken Buzbee. State Reps. 
Clyde Choate and Bruce Richmond. and 
James Hollowa y. s tate central 
committeeman for the 24th district. 
President Warren Brandt and George 
Mace. vice-president for university 
re lati ons. escorted th e Georg ia 
Democrat to the stage. Mace and Bruce 
Swinburne. vice-president for student 
affa irs. joined Carter on the podium. 
The Free Forum area. south of 
Anthony Hall. was alm ost full for the 
speech . according to Bob Harris. 
assistaRt director of campus security .' 
Harris sa id if the people who were 
perched in' trees. standing on the U.S. 51 
overpass the Parking Garage, and in 
the bleachers of McAndrew Stadium 
across the street. had a ll squeezed into 
the Free Forum. the area might have 
been filled. 
Campus sec urity es timated that 
between 12 ,000 and 15,000 people 
attended. Most were students. 
c~~~:rc~~:~t~:s.?~e::!l~t r~~~i~~~·e !~ 
he approached the s tage. After he was 
introduced by Gov . Wa lke r. th e 
chanting s tarted again. "You got me." 
he replied. beaming the tooth grin 
which has become his trademark. 
Walker and Howlett were both booed 
by the audience when introduced before 
Carter. 
When Carter firs t greeted the crowd 
from the s tage. he in turn. was greeted 
by sortie nyi ng pea nuts from the 
a udi ence direc tly in front of the 
podium . 
Support e rs of P res ide nt F ord . 
indepe nd ent ca nd ida te E uge ne 
McCarthy. and liberta rian ca ndida te 
Roger MacBride demonst ra ted at the 
speech. but none had the impact of the 
booming voice of repenta nce from -
behind the s tage. 
Sources close to the Carter campaign 
sa id the incessant heckling of Ma x 
Lynch. an evangelis t preacher from 
Terre Haute, Ind .. might have been the 
reason Carter shortened the scheduled 
30 minutes address to ten minutes. 
Jimmy Carter and Paul Simon give a positive reaction to the crowd 
when Carter spoke at the Free Forum, on Tuesday. (Staff photo by 
Linda Henson) 
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V oice from treetop exhorts rally: "Repent!" 
By H.B. Koplowitz 
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer 
Many who attended the Jimmy Carter 
rally at the Free Forum Tuesday were 
treated to It dose of old time religion, but 
it was not coming from the Democratic 
candidate. 
As Carter opened his mouth to speak, 
a nattily dressed man, perched in a tree 
overlooking the stage, began to berate 
the candidate and the crowd. 
The man was Max Lynch, 47, an 
evangelist preacher from Terre Haute, 
Ind. A source close to the Carter 
campaign said that Lynch 's 
performance may have been a factor in 
Carter's cutting a scheduled thirty-
minute address to a ten-minute speech. 
Lynch said he is the pastor of a church 
in Terre Haute. He said he had been 
fired from a teaching job at Indiana 
State University Cor reading the Bible 
during class . . 
A call to Indiana State University 
confirmed Lynch 's story . A senior clerk 
in the liberal arts department who 
refused to give her name taught high 
school math at the University lab school 
from 1961 to 1971. 
She described his classroom behavior 
as " hell fire and brimstone down on your 
knees." She added that although she was 
not certain why he was fired, parents of 
children in his classes had complained 
about religion. in the classroom . The 
secretary said that she had heard that 
'Good grade' is reason for fire 
Lynch had been thrown off the Georgia 
Tech campus , aud that he often 
preaches in Terre Haute. 
She said he does not belong to an 
organized church, but that he founded 
his own church in the town . 
Carter finished his speech and left 
with his entourage of Secret Service 
personnel, leaving the man to find his 
own way down the tree, which as it 
turned out, was a hazardous journey: -
Two unidentified individuals, a man 
and woman, climbed up the tree after 
the man, while an angry heckling crowd 
of several hundred waited below. The 
man climbed up above Lynch and 
attempted to loosen the preacher 's 
grasp to a limb. The woman_ grabbed 
Lynch ' s coat with both hands (not 
holding onto the tree with anything), and 
began to tug strenuously . The crowd 
below egged them on with shouts of 
" jump," as the press photographers 
tried to get a better angle to take 
pictures. 
After about ten minutes , several 
police showed up and ordered the three 
out of the tree. Lynch was whisked 
behind closed doors at Anthony Hall 
while the man and woman melted into 
the crowd. 
Lynch said the reason he was up a 'tree 
was because it gave him a good vantage 
point from which to speak and to see 
Carter. 
Student Dlolotov cocktail to return to class 
By Ann Schottman 
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer 
John P . Carey, the student who set 
himself on fire in a speech c;,19ss 
Monday , was discharged from the SIU 
Health Service Tuesday and intends to 
return to classes Wednesday . 
Carey , a sophomore in accounting , 
poured gasoline over himself and set 
himself on fire as an introduction for a 
speech in a public speaking class jn the 
Wham Building. • 
Carey said Tuesday that he " just 
wanted to get a good grade." He said he 
thought the act would be a good 
introduction to his speech on "what to do 
when a person catches fire." 
in~~~c~~~~~C~~~~ ~:n~~~~ 
and gave his speech, which lasted about 
two minutes. He then walked out of the 
class and went to the Health Service for 
treatment. 
Carey said that his doctor told him his 
burns will take about five days to heal. 
Carey started the fire in the hall 
outside the classroom by pouring 
gasoline on the front of the overalls he 
was wearing and setting a match to it. 
Carey said a woman from another 
class saw Carey set himself on fire. She 
started screaming ana, " raced out and 
pulled the fire alarm." Carey said she 
was the one that "caused all the 
commotion." He said the fire was out by 
the time the alarm was answered. 
Carey said he splashed " just a little" 
gasoline on himself. " I didn 't use a 
whole can like some oC the newspapers 
said I did. I used some sense, but not 
much." 
The fire was put out with a sheet and 
some curtains , Carey said . A fire 
extinguisher was not uSed. By the time 
someone brought an extinguisher to the 
classroom door, the fire was already 
out. 
A fr iend of Carey 's , Mike " Mur" 
Maryarski, was standing by with a wet 
sheet to put out the fire. "That helped 
some, but not much," Maryarski said . 
Then Carey pulled some curtains down 
to wrap around himself. 
"Then one of the gUys in the class 
tackled me and pulled me down to the 
nool' and wrapped the sheet 'around us . 
That pretty well put the fire out, and 
then they packed the curtains around 
me," Carey said. About two or three 
other members of the class helped put 
the fire out, he said. The other members 
of the class were "shocked" and were 
milling about, Maryarski said. 
"A few people in the class got excited 
and a few knew what to do and didn't 
panic," Carey said. 
When Carey first walked into the class 
on fire , members of the class "yelled 
and screamed," Maryarslti said. He said 
the teacher, Ricardo de la Piedra, was 
"shaki~ as bad as we were." 
(Continued on page 2) 
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Gus says that if Jimmy carter's 
pednvts are like his speeches, they're 
not the kind you can't leave alone. 
Co~~ .~roup .;~ays,.es 
to gasification plants 
By sine BUJDaJI 
DIIiIy EgyptiaD Staff Writer 
Four proPonents of coal conversion 
agreed Tuesday that coal gasification 
was one of the most efficent methods o( 
Illinois coal use. 
At. the morning session of the " The 
Promise and Challenge of Coal 
Conversion" the speakers concurred 
that Illinois has a large amount of 
known coal reserves, (more than 65 
billion tons) but said most 0 
the coal mined ' in Illinois has a 
relatively high sulfur content. 
The group agreed that coal 
gasification or liquefication are the 
most effective methods available to 
minimize the polluting effects of high 
sulfur coal without drastically reducing 
the burning efficiency. 
Two gasification plants are planned 
for Southern Illinois. The managers of 
both proposed sites spoke to more than 
75 persons attending the program. 
sponsored by the Student Environ-
mental Center. 
George Koe hler. s ite activities 
manager for the New Athens Facility 
and R.J. Eby. general manager of the 
lIIinois Coal Gasifica tion Group ( ICGG) 
said the coal gasification plants they 
represent will have a beneficial 
economical effect on the areas where 
they will be built. ICGG is a coa lition of 
live Illinois power companies. 
Also speaking were Roland Beck. 
acting director of the Division of Coal 
Gal;ification and Utilization . U.S . 
Energy Research a nd Development 
Agency (E RDA) and Harold Gluskoter. 
geologist and director of the Coa l 
Section for the Illinois State Geologial 
Survey. __ 
The ICGG plant. to be built about 15 
mires southeast of Pinckneyville, will 
provide jobs for local residents , create 
new tax revenues and will generate new 
business for the area, Eby said. 
Eby explained that the ICGG project 
is still in the negotiating stages with 
ERDA and that construction is not 
scheduled to begin until ea rly 1979. 
Completion o( the .demostration plant 
at the Pinckneyville site is scheduled 
for 1982. The New Athens plant 
construction is to begin in 1978 and 
completion is planned (or 1981. 
Cost of the gasification plants will be 
shared by the companies and ERDA. 
Eby predicted the Pinckneyville plant 
will cost approximately S267 million. 
Coalton is an independent 
corporation. 
Eby said all gas produced from the 
Pinckneyville plant will be used by 
existing power plants in the state. 
He said that since the gas wiU not be 
leavi~g the s tate, it will not be subject 
to Federal Power Commission 
regulations which set a cei ling on 
natural gas prices. Natural gas 
crossing s tate lines must be soid for no 
more than $1.42 a cubic foot. 
Eby predicted that gas produced 
from the coal gasification plants wi ll 
cost more than S2 per cubic foot. 
Both plants will be se t up free of a ny 
water run off. Eby explained that the 
water used by his plant (which will be 
piped in from the Mississippi River ) 
will be recycled until it evapora tes or 
form s solid waste. 
The solid was te will be dumped into a 
nea rby st rip mining site and used to aid 
in the reclamation of the s it e. 
The high su lfur cont ent in the Illinois 
coa l proves to ' be an added asset. 
.Koehler ex plained. He sa id the s ulfur 
through the gasi fica tion process is 
ex tracted from the coal and then can be 
sold a a profit for lise in fert ilizers . . 
Both plants wi ll be built on form er 
s trip min ing s ites. 
Gluskoter told the group that coa l 
available for strip mining in Illinois is 
declining. but coal available through 
underground mining is sti ll plentiful. 
" Illinois coal is very minalbe: it's 
thick , and runs in a relatively 
continuous and s tr a ig ht line. " 
Gluskoter said. 
He said Illinois coal generally has a 
moderate ash cont ent. but a high su lfur 
content. 
F~a~ng student had been in 
volunteer fire department 
(Continued from page 1) 
De la Piedra did not know that the fire 
was part of Carey 's speech, Carey said . 
Mter the fire was put out , de la Piedra 
told Carey that he did not have to give 
his speech that day. When Carey did 
give his speech, de la Piedra was out in 
the hall and did not hear it because he 
was " trying to explain to the other 
classes what was going on." 
Most of the newspaper reports were 
" pretty distorted," Carey said . " My 
parents heard the whole story 300 miles 
north of here and the news made it sound 
like I was some kind of radical. I knew 
the story would never get straight unless 
someone talked to me." 
Carey said he was sorry the 
Associated Press had picked up the 
story because " people that don' t know 
the whole story will think I'm a sickie." 
Then he added ruefully , " People that do 
know the whole story are going to think 
I'm a sickle." 
Carey said he did not have on any 
underwear under the overalls, which is 
why he got burned. He did not get any 
burns on his chest or back because he 
had on a shirt which kept the flames 
from reaching his skin. 
Carey said he was taken to the Health 
Service by the Carbondale fire rescue 
van. which had responded to the fire 
alarm. " The driver was pretty nice 
about it , considering he didn ' t know 
what was going on . I just walked out and 
jumped in the truck and said 'Get going . 
Take me to the hospital. I'm burned .' He 
said. ' From what, steam ?' and I said, 
·No. gas.' .. 
One of Carey 's friends said. " Pretty 
good action for a member of a volunteer 
fire department, huh ?" ~ 
Carey has been a volunteer in the fire 
department in his home town . 
Seatonville. for about a year. he said. 
He has helped them extinguish fires. he 
said, although he did not get the idea 
for the speech from any fire 
depa rtment activities. 
He said he first thoughl up the idea 
about three weeks agq.-"Yhen he and 
some friends were diSCUSSing a party 
where a football player walked in with 
his clothes on fire . Carey said h did not 
know what happened to the man. 
Carey only told a couple of his friends 
about his plans. he said. "I didn' t 
advertise it. " Maryarski said he tried 
to talk Carey out of the idea before 
class. 
Carey emphasized that he did the act 
with serious intentions and did not 
intend it as a protest or stunt. 
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'News 'Roundup 
A rabs endorse Le~non peace plan 
CAIRO (AP)-Arab ' leaders endorsed a peace plan for Lebanon il t the 
end of a twoday summit conference Tuesday but failed to agree on the key 
issue of whose troops should serve in a 3O,OOO-member force. The dispute 
Ci!nters around Syria 's demand that the 21.000 Syrian soldiers already in 
Lebanon form the bulk of pan-Arab peace force. This was rejected by 
Iraq. which has been feuding with Syria. and opposed by the Plaestinian 
Liberation Organization-( PLO)' Iraq has demanded that all Synan troQP 
be withdrawn from Lebanon. while the PLO fears that Syria i trying to 
ga in control over the Palestinia guerilla units. 
Resolutions approved at the summit mee ting rejected the partition ?f 
Lebanon into Christian and Moslem states. vowed to repect Lebanon s 
sovereignty and protect the Palestinian guerrilla movement , and called on 
each Arab state to contribute to the reconstruction of Lebanon. The 
leaders also urged observance of a 1969 agreement that allowed the 
. Palestinians to attack Isreal from s taging areas in southern Lebanon. 
Britain backs black leaders Rhodesia plan 
GE EVA. Switzerland ( AP) - Britain backed the demands of 
Rhodes ia 's black leaders Tuesday for the re lease of hundreds of political 
prisoners they claim are held without trial in the white-ruled count~y . The 
ac tion bv the British chairman of Rhodesia conference. Ivor Richard. 
came after J oshua komo a nd Robert Mugabe ins isted they want : 
Immediat e freedom for an estimated 600 political prisoners a nd detainees . 
he ld for their opposition to the white rulers of the breakaway Britis h 
colony . .. 
- An e nd of what they ca lled "genocide a nd rna sacre of 
Zimbabweans. the black name for Rhodes ians. 
-Richa rd' s replacement as conference chairman by a British cabinet 
minister . Richard is a mbassador to the nited ations. 
U.N. condemns Transkei; U.S. abstains alone 
UN ITED NATIONS. N.Y. ( APl-The General Assembly voted 134-() 
Tuesday for a resolution condemning the "sham independence" of 
Transkei and asking all nations to s hun diplomatic and economic links 
with South Africa 's black offspring. The .United States was alone in 
abstaining. The United States said it was against South Africa 's apa~lheid 
and tribal homelands policies, and would not recogmze Transkel. but 
abstained because of .:ertain provisions and " very loose language" in the 
resolution. 
Not present for the vote were Bolivia . Honduras. Paraguay, Uruguay. 
the Bahamas. Bang ladesh. Lebanon. the Seychelles and Surina m. South 
Africa's credentials were rejected by the 1974 General Assembly and it 
has not returned s ince. The resolution was passed at the beginning of the 
annual assembly debate on apartheid. the South African policy of racial 
separation. 
Ford says his White House isn't 'impenal' 
CHICAGO ( APl-President Ford said Tuesday night that a fundamental 
difference between his presidency and that of his predecessor, R\~hard 
Nixon, is that Ford does no~ have an " imperial White House. The 
President was asked on an Illinois statewide television show how hIS 
administration differs from Nixon's. " There is one very, very fundamental 
difference." Ford replied. "Under Pres ident Ford there is not an imperial 
White House. 
. - It Nixon tapes cleared b ~ 
court for broadcasting ,. 
By Harry . F. Rosenthal 
Associated Press Writer 
WASHINGTON (AP ) - The U.S . 
Court of Appeals cleared the way 
Tuesday for broadcasting of the Nixon 
White House tapes played at the 
Watergate cover-up trial. 
" The tapes played at trial are no 
longer confidential. ,. the court ruled in a 
2-1 decision. 
. The ruling also permits the sale of the 
tapes as phonograph records . 
Included is the so-called "smoking 
gun" tape of June 23 , 1972, when former 
President Richard M. Nixon ordered 
that the FBI's investigation of the 
Watergate break-in, six days earlier, be 
. halted. . 
Also among the tapes played at the 
trial is the March 21, 1973 warning, by 
former Nixon counsel John Dean, that 
there was a cancer on the presidency . 
The three television networks , the 
Public Broadcasting System , a news 
directors ' organization and Warner 
Communications, Inc. , a manufacturer 
of phonograph records , had asked to 
reproduce the tapes. 
Initially , U.S . District Judge Gerhard 
A. Gesell had ruled that could. be done. 
provided tbe applicants came up with a 
plan to prevent commercialization or 
undignified use . Later he reviewed 
proposals and found them unacceptable. 
.S. District Judge J 6hn J . Sirica. who 
presided over the cover-ul? trial, then 
denied the applications, saymg a~ch 
action had to wait until appeals were 
exhausted by the four men convicted in 
the ·case. John N. Mitchell. H. R . 
Haldema-n . John D. Ehrlichman and 
Robert C. Mardian. 
The appeals court recently upheld the 
convictions of all except Mardian, but all 
have said they would carry the appeals 
process to the Supreme Court. 
Involved are 30 tapes played during 
the three-month trial . Transcripts of the 
tapes were published in whole or in part 
while the trial was in progress. 
The opinion, written by Chief Judge 
David L . 8azelon , said that by defmition 
the tapes are no longer' confidential and 
that Nixon, who opposes their release, 
" is left to argue that it somehow would 
be 'unseemly ' to allow tapes of White 
House conversations to be marketed and 
publicly distributed." " 
But, said Bazelon, "this is essentially 
a question of taste and provides a 
singularly weak basis for a court to 
interfere with the exercise of a long-
established common law right. .. 
'' In any event , in light of the strong 
interests underlying the common law 
right to inspect judicial records -
interests especially important here 
given the national concern over 
Watergate. ~'e cannot say that Judge 
Gesell abused his d iscretion. " 
Jimmy . Carte~ rally 
gets mixed emotions 
By Gail W~goer 
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer 
. Curiosity may have killed the cat, but 
it didn ' t hurt Jimmy Carter, Democratic 
presidential candidate , too much 
Tuesday , judging from a sampling of 
onlookers at the noon rally in the Free 
Forum Area . 
Most of the spectators asked , said 
"curiosity" was their primary reason 
for attending. " I never saw anybody who 
was going to be President," said Rohert 
~~~l~~n~{~t~r ~~ \~d~~~r~~t~~d~ffed 
voter. 
. Mark Palmquist , sophomore in 
accounting , attended the rally because 
of Carter's ' 'noter iety ," and said he 
already had heard everything he had to 
say . 
After seeing President Ford at 
Williamson County Airport last spring . 
Bob Saltzman , graduate student in 
~~~:: ee~~~aJ~~ >, d~~it~da~ ' ~~it~~ 
him. He added that he wasn't voting for 
any presidential candidate in order to 
"separate myself from .the insanity." 
Some onlookers , such as Dean 
C~ristianson , sophomore in political 
SCience, "wanted to hear his side," and 
were " disapPointed he didn't say 
anything." 
Other students took the emotional 
roots of the rally into consideration . 
Helen Malina, undecided sophomore. 
said although she thought Carter " didn 't 
say much ," she understood that was due 
to the inherent purpose of a political 
rally . 
Two Carter supporters. psychology 
professor Thomas Schill and his wife. 
Liz . said thev had seen the 1972 
Democratic candidate for president, 
George McGovern , when he brought his 
campaign to Southern lllinois Airport. 
Their only complaint about the Carter 
rally was "we wished they'd had it in a 
different place" than the Free Forum 
Area . 
was " kinda disappointed in it. I expected 
more dynamism." 
George Sweeney , senior in social 
welfare. wanted to "get close to feel his 
vibes." which he said didn ' t impress 
What prompted Dave Lucht, senior in 
art. to attend the rally? Was it curiosity 
or political preference? " I had a break 
in between classes : Otherwise I don ' t 
think I would have gone, " he said. 
Carter addresses crC7Nd at 51 U promising that another grain 
embargo will not occur if he's elected president. (Staff pho1o by 
Linda _ Het')SOn) 
A high-rise solution attracted several members 
of the overflow crowd at the rally. At least eight 
trees were counted bearing students detennined 
to see the candidate. Several branches, but no 
limbs, were broken. (Staff photo by Linda 
Henson) 
A handful of Democrats applaud the 
presidential candidate as Jimmy Carter 
waves to the crC7Nd. From left to right, 
Gov. Dan Walker, Jeanne Simon, State 
Rep. Ken Buzbee, U,S, Rep. Paul Simon 
Nax Lynch is escorted into Anthony Hall by 
51 U security police during the Jimmy 
carter rally. The police were prompted to 
remove him for his own protection after 
and Illinois Secretary of State Michael 
Howlett, shared the podium at the 
University rally. (Staff photo by Narc 
Galassinil 
Lynch made comments from a-tree during 
Carter's speech. See related story on Page 
1. (Staff photo by Daryl LittJefi~Id) 
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Economy · is, good 
if you think it IS 
By Arthur Hoppe 
of Otronide Features Syndicate 
Like all Presidents, Mr. Ford keeps going around 
saying how the economy is going to get better and 
better. It's as though he tho~ht saying it was so 
mi2bt make it so. Well, he's ri2ht. 
The only thing wrong with tfie economy is that 
hardly anyone understands it. 
Economists understand it least of aU. That 's vhy 
their predictions are usually wrong . Their trouble is 
they think of the economy as a recalcitrant beast 
driven by mysterious forces, siezed by unfathomable 
moods, smashing through psychological barriers to 
destroy the innocent in order to fulfill its strange, 
secret desires. 
Nonsense ! The truth is the economy happens to be 
the most obedient, obsequious, donwright-fawning 
creature imaginable. The little-known First Law of 
Economics captures its personality perfectly : 
The economy always does precisely what everybody 
thinks it will do. 
At the moment, for example, we are plagued with, 
inflation and unemployment, even thou2b economists 
had long held you couldn 't have both at tlie same time. 
The reason we have both, of course, is that 
everybody thought we 'd have both . And the economy 
dutifully responded . 
"H~v!" everybody said. "This inflation is awful . 
What s the sense of sticking my paycheck in the b,!nk 
when it woo't be worth a hill of beans in a couple of 
years? Let's live it up instead and buy a loaf of 
bread-before the price goes sky high. Toujours gai , 
toujours gaL" , 
Naturally, the price of bread went sky high. Just as 
everybody thought it would. . 
At the same time, however, everYbody was worried 
about unemployment. "Let's buy a new car," 
everybody's wife suggested. " I lost the old one at the 
supermarket. " 
" Are you out of your mind?" asked everybody. 
"The way the economy 's going, I could be out of a JOb 
tomorrow." 
So everybody avoided buying a new car . The auto 
companies almost went under. Auto workers were 
laid off in droves. Unemployment soared. Just as 
everybody thought it would. 
The First Law of Economics is infallible. If 
everybody thinks business will be bad, they retrench. 
And business is bad. If they think it will be good, they 
expand. And it's good. If everybody thinks stocks are 
gomg up, they buy stocks. And stocks go up. If 
everybody thinks the bubble gum bubble is about to 
burst, they sell bubble gum futures. And bang ! 
So Mr. Ford, th~ he may never have heard of the 
First Law, is quite nght in trying to spread optimism. 
That way lies riches and prosperity for all . 
We need only to have faith in our President, faith in 
our economy, faith in the future so that we can march 
off, heads bigh, to go confidently in hock for a new car. 
It's as simple as that. 
You go first. 
by Garry Trudeau 
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Ford's plea to sacrifice for military wrong 
In the third debale with Jimmy evident. boIh doml'Stic and foreign policies 
Carter. President Ford was asked Sacrifice for military weaponry from the basi c principle of 
what sacrifices the people should be means lack of IrUSI between nations ' Irustwort hiness ( which is even 
prepared to make in case he were and consequently thE' continuation of more con tagious Ihan 
elected President. the armaments race . for no nation untrustworthinE'ss because 
In reply. President Ford said lhe in relating 10 other nalions as lruslworthiness is not self-defeating 
people should be prepared to make possible enemies is sa tisfied with a and self-deslructivE' but freedom · 
sacrifices for the military and for mere balance of military power. giving) . the people can then become 
holding the lid on spending. ThE' root fallacy in the Ford- less fearful. less frustrated. less 
The people are well aware thai Kissinger admi nislration is the dependenl on military weaponry. 
=~t:~!~ ~~ou~~~::on~;af: ~eb~~~ ~~i~~t~~t=t~::J,s ~ 1i ~I~~s.le!~ ~e;~I~~~e f~G~i~ 
military weapons. So holding lhe lid op~foreign policy without " -effort 10 develop a good life on this 
00 spending does not mean. for unaerstanding thai untrust- planet. 
Ford military spending, but instead worthiness is a contagious disease 
it means holding the lid on spending which destroys both governments 
for the personal goods and services and people. 
which are needed by lhe people for When the people awaken to lhe 
their own welfare. fact that they must e leCI 
The Ford Fallacies are self- representatives who will operate 
William S. Minor 
Director. Foundation 
For Creative Philosophy 
Carbondale 
Housing cafeterias kept bug-free as possible 
This letter is in reference to the 
insect problem at the food service 
areas at SIU <Trueblood Hall, 
Grinnell Hall and Lentz Halll . 
Il should be made clear to the on-
campus housing students that the 
pest control operation on this 
campus is detailed and extensive, 
entailing state licensing and 
Environmental Protection Agency 
regulation of aU pesticides used. 
The food servIce buildings are 
sprayed on a scheduled basis . which 
inc ludes spraying the kitchen and 
dining areas at least once a week, 
also food storage rooms, locker 
rooms and snack bars. However, 
with the amount of traffic coming in 
and out of the buildings and students 
propping doors open, a " Welcome" 
sign is left for flies . As for the 
roaches . the problem lies in the fact 
that they are slipped in when 
deliveries are made. The insects 
have a tendency to take residence 
inside shipping containers and once 
the carton is placed in the store 
rooms, the roaches are free to roam . 
We combat the fly problem by 
fogging all the food service buildings 
and spraying pesticides to keep the 
roach problem under control. 
The EPA regulations limit the 
amoWlt of chemicals used in a food 
service operation. This is keeping in 
mind the students and health and' 
well-being at all times. Also, the 
new EPA law requires thai all 
spraying of pesticides be done under 
direct supervision of a sta te licensed 
applicator . 
U the question arises in the minds 
of students. "Why don 't we see these 
people spraying? " the answer is, 
this office is. as are many 
University ofrices, limited in time. 
Thus, much of the spraying is done 
- at night when food service a!,m ..we 
closed. 
Il is the hope of the people of this 
department that this letter has shed 
some light on the pest problem. This 
~office is doing everything possible to ep the health and safety standards hi . rther questions should be 
directed to Housing Safety office. 
CbuckScott 
Pest Control Operator 
Housing Safety 
(The letter was signed by 
six other persons.) 
Socialist Workers Party offers alternatives 
Probably the most interesting 
aspect of the current election 
campaign, and the most revealing 
as far as what Ford and Carter have 
to oHe!", are the millions of people 
who wiII choose not to vote. An 
estimated 70 million . reflecting a 
profound distrust and sense of 
aliena tion, will not cast their ballots 
this year. 
Carter-ealls these people cowards 
:Iadnnth:t ~sal!·~1st~~: t~~~~ 
But what really alarms those with a 
stake . in the " Two-party system" is 
the growing recognition that the 
Democrats and Republicans offer no 
.solutions to the problems facing the 
majority of people, who work for a 
living, and who want an answer to 
the problems of raCism, sexism, 
Wlemployment, war. high prices, 
and poverty. 
Wn.at is wrong with the 
Demdc:J:.atic and Republican parties 
is that they are parties of big 
business, by big business, and for 
big business. The subservience of 
these parties to the banks and 
:r.:~~~~ ~!e:r th~~li~r:~~ . 
both parties. The ~rom system 
needs raeism and dIscrimination 
against women. They need eutbacks 
in public spending on necessary 
social services. They need 
. lDlemployment and price hikes. And 
they need reactionary regimes in 
southern Airica , Asia, and Latin 
America to protect U.S. overseas 
investments and military outposts. 
Even Eugene . McCarthy's 
"independent" campaign is not 
really so far apart from Ford and 
carte!". Mccarthy says "We do not 
need a revolution of rising 
expectations .. . We need one of 
~=!%fe =~:~~t ~ 
economy." In other wOrds, learn to 
live with lower _ges, higher prices. 
fewer jobs, and closed-down 
hospitals . McCarthy advocates 
wage and " price" controls. while 
~~e-~~~rI1v~~a~:~;. Ia~~ 
experience proves that wage 
controls are strictly enforced, while 
prices and profits continue to climb. 
The independence of his campaign 
becomes clear just by examing his 
cabinent choices ; two current Ford 
appointees, a fonner Nixon cabinet 
member , two corporation 
ro~~'tt~~~e~dg~!~~~ .K!~~s~~~ 
would include enforcing court-
ordered school desegregation which , 
in Boston , he has attempted to 
IDldermine. 
The only real alternative is the 
~~~!:~~~~~~~\tilli!":!i~t 
They aim to build the independent 
political action of blacks, women, 
ancralJ working people to achi.eve 
their rights . The experience of 
history shows that only mass, 
independent action can achieve any 
basic. cbange ; from women earning 
the nght to vote, to the destruction 
of the Jim Crow system. the right to 
organize unions, the antiwar 
movement, the present need for a 
~~~~~~~~~!~,d:!~~eo:i~~ 
blacks to achieve equal education . 
For those who want to vote against 
war. against cutbacks, against 
racism. and against the oppression 
of women, vote for Peter Camejo 
and Willie Mae Reid of the Socialist 
Workers Party . 
Kurt Martin, Sophomore 
History 
Priorities questioned at CCHS 
A great big hearty 
coogratuJatioos to our illustrious 
Board of Education of CarOOndaIe 
Community High SchooL It is very 
comforting and reassuring to 
realize that our administrators are 
ri the caliber which justified salary 
increases ranging from 2 per cent to 
?:j':s~'~ tC:::;h~::'y ~e~~i~~ ar: 
whopping 1 per cent increase for 
school year 19'7&-77. 
Another coogratuJatory note is 
rue our Board for their tremendous 
values and priorities recently 
exemplified by the construction of 
an elaborate outhouse whi.ch will be 
utilized at least fifteen or twenty 
times each year. Then. there is the 
little matter of a school librarian. 
Whoever heard of baving a school 
librarian for an attendance center 
which has only about a thousand 
students? We aU know that athletic 
trainet-s and other SUch~i.ties 
must come fU'SL We don' en have 
punch pins for the K General 
Interest Survey, but we/can spend 
about a quarter of a million on 
administration and supervison. 
So sharpen your fISCal knives, 
folks. and let's get on with the 
_ "cuts" . Remember. don' t let 
teachers and sound educational 
=::~ ":te~~~~on Y:d ~ 
the Board of Education took about 
seven years to dig the fmancial hole 
we are now in. 'nil! greatest way to 
solve the di!emna is to form another 
committee, draw in outside 
expertise, and then do what your 
game plan originaUy caIJed for. 
-Charles 1.. Robinson, Teacher 
CCHS 
EConomy is· good 
if you think it IS 
By Arthur Hoppe 
of Otronide Features Syndicate 
Like all Presidents. Mr. Ford keeps going around 
saying how the economy is going to get better and 
better. It's as though he thought saying it was so 
miJdlt make it so. Well , he's right. 
The only thing wrong with tfie economy is that 
hardly anyone understands it. 
Economists understand it least of aU . That 's vhy 
their predictions are usually wrong . Their. trouble is 
they think of the economy as a recalcitrant beast 
driven by mysterious forces , siezed by unfathomable 
moods , smashing through psychological barriers to 
destroy the innocent in order to fulfill its s trange. 
secret desires. 
Nonsense ! The truth is the economy happens to be 
the most obedient, obsequious, donwright-fawning 
creature imaginable. The little-known First Law of 
Economics captures its personality perfectly : 
The economy always does precisely what everybody 
thinks it will do. 
At the moment. for example, we a re plagued wit h, 
inflation and unemployment, even though economists 
had long held you couldn ' t have both at tne same time. 
The reason we have both, of course. is that 
everybody thought we'd have both. And the economy 
dutifully responded. 
w';!1tffX i~ ~~~~i~~g ~~~~~~:ctorn itSh:ra~k 
when it woo't be worth a hill of beans in a couple of 
years? Let's live it up instead and buy a loaf of 
. bread-before the price goes sky high. Toujours gai , 
toujours gai. " 
Naturally, the price of bread went sky high. Just as 
everybody thought it would . 
At the same time, however , everybody was worried 
about unemployment. " Let's buy a new car," 
everybody's wife suggested . " I lost the old one at the 
supermarket. " -
" Are you out of your mind?" asked everybody . 
" The way the economy's going. 1 could be out of a JOb 
tomorrow." . 
So everybody avoided buying a new car. The auto 
compa.nies almost went under. Auto workers were 
laid 0(( in droves. Unemployment soared. Just as 
everybody thought it would. 
The First Law of Economics is infallible. If 
everybody thinks business will be bad, they retrench. 
And business is bad. If they think it will be good, they 
expand. And it's good. U everybody thinks stocks are 
gomg up, they buy stocks. And stocks go up. U 
everybody thinks the bubble gum bubble is about to 
burst, they sell bubble gum futures. And bang ! 
So Mr. Ford, ~ be may never have heard of the 
First Law, is quite nght in trying to spread optimism. 
That way lies riches and prosperity for all. 
We need only to have faith in our President, faith in 
our economy. faith in the future so that we can march 
off, heads bigh, to go confidently in hock for a new car. 
It's as Simple as that. 
You go flr5t. 
by Garry Trudeau 
DUfy~ . 
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Ford's plea to sacrifice for military wrong 
In the third debate with J immy evident. both domestic and Foreign policies 
Carter. Pres ident Ford was asked Sacrifice For milita ry wea ponry From the basic princ iple of 
what sacriFices the people should be means lack of trust between nat ions trus tworth iness . (which is even 
prepared to make in case he were and consequently the continua tion of more contagious th an 
elected Pres ident. the arm aments race. For no nation untrus twor t hiness bpcause 
In reply. Pres ident Ford said the in rela ting to other nations as trustworthiness is not selF-deFea ting 
people should be prepared to make paiSible enemies is sa tis fied with a and self-destructive but Freedom· 
sacr ifices For the military and For mere balance of military power. giving). the people can then become 
holding the lid on spending. The root Fa llacy in the Pord- less fea rFul . less Frustrated.. less 
The people are well aware that Kissi nger adm inistration is the dependl'fl t on mili ta ry weaponry. 
sacriFicing for the military means acceptance of untrustworthiness as wi th less menta l a nd organic 
spending more of our tax money For the basic principle on which to illness. a nd more secure in their 
military wea pons. So hold ing the lid opera te Foreign policy wi thout efFort (0 develop a good Ii(e on this 
m spending does not mean. For unde rs tand ing that untrus t · lila net. 
Ford. military spending. but instead worthiness is a contagious disease 
it means holding the lid on spending which destroys both governments 
For the personal goods and services and people. • 
which are needed by the people for When the people awaken to the 
William S. Minor 
Director. Foundation 
For Creative Philosophy 
Carbondale 
their own welfare. fact tha t they mus t e lect 
The Ford Pallacies are selF- representatives who will operate 
Housing cafeterias kept bug-free as possible 
This letter is in reference to the 
insect problem at the food service 
areas at SIU (Trueblood Hall . 
Grinnell Hall and Lentz Hall) . 
It should be made clear to the on-
campus housing students that the 
pest control operation on th is 
campus is detailed and extensive. 
entailing state licensing and 
Environmental Protection Agency 
regulation of all pesticides used . 
The food service buildings are 
sprayed on a scheduled basis. which 
includes spraying the kitchen and 
dining areas at least once a week. 
also food storage rooms . locker 
rooms and snack bars. However. 
with the amount of traffic coming in 
and out of the buildings and students 
~;.~~n~:O~r °fU~.a '~e~~~~~ 
roaches. the problem lies in the fact of students. "Why don 't we see these 
that they are slipped in when people spray ing ?" the answer is . 
deliveries are made . The insects this oHice is . as are many 
have a tendency to take residence University offices. limited in time. 
inside shipping containers and once Thus. much of the spraying is done 
~mc:.r~; r~~c'~~e }~ee ~~ r~o~~ ~~~~t when food service areas are 
We combat the fly problem by It is the hope of the people of this 
fogging all the food service buildings department that this letter has shed 
and spraying pesticides to keep the some light on the pest Jilroblem. This 
roach problem under control. office is doing everything possible to 
The EPA regulat ions limit the keep the health and safety standards 
amount of chemicals used in a food high . Further questions should be. 
service operation. This is keeping in directed to Housing Safety office. 
mind the students and hea lth and' 
well-being at all times. Also. the 
new EPA law requires that all 
spraying of pesticides be done under 
direct supervision of a state licensed 
applicator. 
IT the question arises in the minds 
Chuck Scott 
Pest Control Operator 
Housing Safety 
(The letter was signed by 
s:x other persons. ) 
Socialist Workers Party offers alternatives 
Probably the most interesting 
aspect of the current election 
campaign. and the most revealing 
as far as what Ford and Carter have 
to offer. are the millions of people 
who will choose not to vote. An 
estimated 70 million . reflecting a 
profound distrust and sense of 
alienation, will not cast their ballots 
this year. 
Carter calls these people cowards 
=radrmth:t sg:sal,I'~st=S t~~~~ 
But what really alarms those with a 
stake in the "Two-party system" is 
the growing recogn it ion that the 
Democrats and Republicans offer no 
.solutions to the problems facing the 
majority of people, who work for a 
living, and who want an answer to 
the problems of racism . sexism. 
lDIemployment, war, high prices. 
and poverty. 
What is wrong with the 
Democratic and Republican parties 
is that they are parties of big 
business. by big business. and for 
big business. The subservience of 
these parties to the banks and 
~;~~:e ~~~r th~~li~~~ 
both parties. The Jilrofit system 
needs racism and discrimination 
against women. They need cutbacks 
i n public spending on necessary 
social services. They need 
UIIemployment and price hikes . And 
they need reactionary regimes in 
southern Africa. Asia , and Latin 
America to protect U.S. overseas 
investments and military outposts. 
Even Eugene McCarthy 's 
"independent" campaign is not 
really so far apart from Ford and 
CarleI'. McCarthy says " We do not 
need a revolution of rising 
expectations . .. We need one 0.1 
~=!%fe :::.~~~~~t th~ 
economy." In other words,learn to 
live with loWer' wages, higher prices, 
fewer jobs. and closed-down 
hospitals . McCar thy advocates 
wage and "price" controls, while 
take-home pay is already lagging 
far behind Ii ving costs. Past 
experience proves that wage 
controls are strictly enforced, while 
prices and profits continue to climb. 
The independence of his campaign 
becomes clear just by examing his _ 
cabinent chOices ; two current Ford 
appointees, a former Nixon Cabinet 
member . two corporation 
ro~s~ctt~~e~~:!!~~~ .K!~~s~~~ 
would include enfofl:ing court-
ordered school desegregation which . 
in Boston . he has attempted to 
UIIdermine. 
The only real alternative is the _ 
~~~;I~~~~~~~\tuJi!'Ua~i\"eit ~ 
They aim to build the independent 
political action of blacks. women, 
and all working people to achieve 
their rights . The experience of 
history ~hows that only mass , 
IOdependent action can achieve any 
basic change ; from women earning 
the ri~t to vote. to the destruction 
or the Jim Crow system, the right to 
organize unions , the antiwar 
movement. the present need for a 
~~g~~~~~~!~,d~:eo:i~~ 
blacks to achieve equal education. 
For those who want to vote against 
war . against cutbacks. aga inst 
racism. and against the oppression 
of women. vote for Peter Camejo 
and Willie Mae Reid of the Socialist 
Workers Party. 
Kurt Martin, Sophomore 
History 
Priorities questioned at CCHS 
A great big hearty 
congratulatioos to our illustrious 
Board of Education of Carbondale 
Cmlmllllity High SchooL It is very 
comforting and reassuring to 
rE8lize that our administrators are 
ci the caliber which justified salary 
increases ranging from 2 per cent to 
?j~s~·~ tC::::;h~rs:.Y C:e~~i~~ ar: 
whopping 1 per cent increase for 
school year 19'1&-77. 
Another congratulatory note is 
liIe our Board for their ~ous 
values and priorities r cently 
exemplified by the cons 'on of 
an elaborate outhouse which will be 
utilized at least fifteen oi twenty 
times each year. Then, there is the 
little matter of a school librarian. 
Whoever heard of having a school 
librarian for an attendance center 
which has 0II1y about a thousand 
students? We all know that athletic 
trainers and other such necessities 
must come flJ'SL We don' t even have 
punch .pins for the Kuder General 
Interest Survey, but we can spend 
about a quarter of a millioo 011 
administratioo and supervison. 
So sharpen your flSC31 knives, 
folks, anctJet's-- get 011 with the 
"cuts". Remember, don' t let 
teachers and sound educatiooal 
priorities interfere with your 
decisioos. The "dministration and 
the Board of Educatioo took about 
seven years to dig the fmancial hole 
we are now in. The greatest way to 
solve the diJemna is to form another 
comm ittee. draw in outside 
expertise, and then do what your 
game. plan originally called for. 
Charles L. Robinson, Teadler 
CCHS 
Carter came, saw 
and conquered. . --nothing 
, By James Santori and Robert Wren 
Editorial Page Editors 
It was billed as an "old time rally" for Jimmy 
Carter. Several thousa nd persons, Jackson County 
residents as well as SlU students , gathered in the 
campus Free Forum to hear what was supposed to 
be a 3O-minute campaign speech. Advance men for 
the Democratic presidential candidate had alluded to 
a major statement that was_ to be included in the 
speech. 
But nothing happened. The speech was closer to 10 
minutes long and Ca rter said absolutely nothing new. 
His penchant for talking in generalities sh ined 
through. It was a lukewarm. uninspiring speech. 
Carter merely regurgitated the pap he's been givi ng 
voters for the past two years. 
Accusations that Carter tailors his speeches for the 
audience he's addressing turned out to hold not a 
drop of water at SIU. He didn't a lter anything 
Tuesday beca use there was nothing to be a ltered. It 
was a standard Ca rter speech. 
As for the shortness of the speech. sources close to 
the Ca rt er campaign implied that the candidate may 
have been briefer than planned because of a hecklpr 
who plant ed himself in a nea rby tree, ( It would 
:.:.:.".:.'.:.:-: .:.:.:.:.:.:.'.:::::::::.:.:::.:::::::-: .. : ...... . 
(9om~entary 
appear that the c loseness election day is start ing to 
take its toll on Carter's nerves if he can a llow a lone 
heckler. a lbeit obnoxious. to mterfere with a 
campaign speech in front of thousands ,) 
If Carter 'left SlU with any more votes than he 
came here with, it shou ld be considered a political 
miracle. To say that Carter may have even lost votes 
might not be too far off target. 
The crowd was only sprinkled with zea lous Ca rter 
supporters. The majority were either curiosity 
seekers or people hoping the candidate would say 
something to erase the doubts they have about him. 
Nothing of that sort appeared, however. 
Noon-hour classes were either cut short or 
cancelled and a lot of people dropped whatever they 
were doing to come see and hear Carter. 
But the rally was held at a s ite where a lot of 
people couldn' t see the stage and many couldn't hear 
clearly what Carter waS-1lr wasn' t-saying. Those 
who expected to get an in-the-flesh look at potentially 
the next President 0 the United States were 
disappointed. 
11 made political sense for Carter to come to the 
Southern Illinois region, for this is considered a 
swing vote area. He has the Democratic votes sewed 
up in Chicago- Mayor Richard Daley will no doubt 
see to that. 
Downstate, with the exception of Jackson County, 
has a tendency to vote Republican. This year the 
polls show this region leaning heavily toward the 
GOP, especia lly on the coattails of gubernatorial 
ca ndidate J ames Thompson. 
So it was well worth Carter 's time and effort to 
clrop in. as both John F. Kennedy and Hubert 
Humphrey did in thei r respective campaigns. Worth 
his time, that is. if he had something more to offer 
than a p' lea for he lp so he ca n "turn this country 
a round. ' Around to whae 
This is the year of political apathy and dis trust of 
politicians; nothing was more evident than that at 
the Free Forum . The reception for the Democratic 
Presidential nominee was a t best lukewarm . Of all 
the sta te's heavywe ight Democrats on the s tage, only 
Rep. Paul Simon was received rea lly warmly, which 
he deserves. But when reference was made to 
Michael Howlet t. the mos t conspicuous reaction of 
the day was heard ---g loud chorus of jeers. One can 
therefore understa nd Ca rter 's reluctance to get too 
close to the party's candidate for governor. Howlett 
could very we ll drag Ca rter to defeat in Illinois Nov. 
2. 
In fact. the entire stage, loaded as it was with 
Illinois Democrats of any and all import. was a 
display of false unity. Gov. Dan Walker, one of the 
most positive sounding speakers Tuesday, is not 
running for anything ... at leas t not this year. He even 
referred to Mike Howlett (whose credibility he 
i. f, ' 
literally destroyed before facin g Republican 
Thompson), as "Governor Mike Howlett ." 
11 is sa id that politics makes stra nge bedfellows. 
But with Walker's presence at the Free Forum 
Tuesday, it was a political red-light district 
Which is the way it's been throughout this 
ca mpaign, coming from both Democrat.s and 
Republ icans. In fairness to Carter, he may have 
been walking on eggshells this close to election time. 
The press, naturally , is just waiting to jump on any 
slip by Ca rter at this late stage. His colorless 
appeara nce here may have been a strategy in itself, 
hoping to maintain what minute lead he has now. 
But that's a cOp-Qut way to run for President, and 
the Carter rally here couldn't have been a bigger dud 
if Jerry Ford himself had planned it. 
If Carter's appearance here Tuesday is a sample of 
his style and substance, it makes his winning of the 
Democratic nomination all the more incredible. No 
wonder people were asking " Jimmy who?" 
Analysis shows Midwest crucial to presidential race 
By Don McLeod 
AP Political Writer 
The industrial heartland, where President Ford is 
supposed to have his greatest strE'ngth and where the 
presidential election may very well be decided , is too 
close to call as the race enters the stretch drive. 
" It's pretty much a toss-up all across this belt," said 
one top Ford strategist. " It's probably going to be 
decided in the last four days of the campaign." 
An Associated Press survey of Michigan, Ohio, 
Indiana, lllinois and Wisconsin, based on interviews 
with political and campaign leaders and the latest 
available polls, shows the race about even throughout 
the industrial Midwest. 
These five states account for a total of 96 electoral 
votes of the Z70 needed for election . 
One of the things which makes predicting the 
Midwest difficult is the large concentration of East 
European ethnic voters and the still fluid situation 
created by Ford 's statement in the second campaign 
debate that their ancestral homelands are not 
dominated by the Soviet Union. 
Ford has admitted he made a mistake and 
reaffirmed his support of freedom for Eastern 
Europe, but the debate lingers on . \ 
The Carter campaign claims spot sur-veys of Polish-
American and Slavic-American communities in the 
Midwest indicate Ford's blooper may have boosted 
Carter support by as much as 20 per cent although the 
ga~em;~J~::d~~~:~~~nies anything like a 20-
point drop but concedes their own surveys showed 
erosion as much as 5 to 6 points. They . say the 
President already has bounced back from what they 
now call a momentary setback . 
Only Michigan, the President 's home state, seems 
clearly in his favor at this point, and or~anized labor , 
marshalling solidly behind Democrat Jimmy Car~r, 
promises to make it close even there. 
Carter's best state in the area probably is Ohio, 
whe~one pOll has shown him ahead by a f:Ioz~ points, 
but a more recent poll by the Ford campaign gives the 
President a one-point lead. 
Indiana, because of its Republican tradition in 
presidential elections, must be considered leaning 
, toward Ford if anybody, but both sides see the race 
there as neck-and-neck. 
Carter may have a slight lead in Wisconsin on the 
basis of objective appraisals, but this is tempered by 
the fact that the dairy state almost never votes 
Democratic in a presidential election. ' 
In Illinois you can find polls going eitber--way, but 
Carter probably has the edge. His besri"howing is the 
Chicago Sun-Times straw·poll which gives him a 55 to 
45 lead over Ford . 
Because of his early lead, Carter's strategic choices 
have been broader, but his ma.nagers know they still 
must beat Ford somewhere in the Midwest if they are 
to oust him. 
State-by-state here 's how the Midwestern 
ba ttleground looks : 
ILLINOIS : Chicago has more citizens of Polish 
descent than any other city in the world except 
Warsaw, and also a concentration of Slavic-
Americans. If the Eastern European,thing is going to 
hurt Ford anywhere, it should be in the Chicago 
....... 
suburbs where Republicans have been making steady 
inroads into the ethnic vote, 
The farm vote also may be affected by the loss of 
Butz, although it may be more an apath): problem 
than new Carter votes. But Carter has some following 
among the smaller farmers down-state. 
Carter has the all-out support of Mayor Richard 
Daley's machine in Chicago. But Ford hopes for some 
coattail assistance from James Thompson, who is 
running well ahead in the race for governor. 
A Chicago Tribune poll qve Ford an early lead for 
the 26 Dlinois electoral votes, but the Sun-TImes poll 
went the other way to Carter by a big spread. The 
consensus is that it is very close, 
INDIANA: The Hoosier state, with its 13 electoral 
votes is the borne of Earl Butz, .the agriculture 
secretary who resigned after being cauaht in some 
unprintable language slurring blacks. 1'he farmers 
here aoored Butz, especially the large grain 
producers who have prospered under his 
administration. 
Butz's departure is likely to hurt Ford. ~ven if ~e 
farmers don't switch to Carter, they may JU$t stay m 
the fields on election day . The black vote, already in 
carter's comer, may be more highly motivated now. 
MICHIGAN : This is Ford's homeground, which he 
represented as a congressman from Grand Rapids for 
25 years, and the odds have to favor a native son and 
21 electoral votes for Ford. 
But Detroit has one of the largest concentrations of 
unionized workers in the country and an 
unemployment rate hovering around 10 per cent. The 
unions, splintered in 1972, are now solidly behind 
Carter, who also enjoys the support of a good state 
party organization. 
Ford's biggest problem has been a lack of visibility 
in his homestate, although he formally opened his 
campaign there in September. But the Michigan 
organization is beginning to come around and put a 
dozen caravans on the road last week. 
OIllO : No Republican has ever been elected 
president without carrying Ohio and its 25 electoral 
votes, Ordinarily this would be a safe Republican 
state, 'but Carter has built up strength in the . 
industrialized Cleveland and Toledo areas and 
parlayed it with support in the Appalachian southeast 
The ethnic issue may pinch Ford here, too, Sen. 
Robert Taft Jr., himself in a tight re-election race, 
was so concerned about the Eastern European gaffJ! 
that he called on Ford to come to Cleveland and 
clarify it. There are 440,000 Eastern European ethnics 
in Ohio. 
WISCONSIN: The Ford organization is sending a 
million pieces of mail into the dairy state , in the 
C~"Dpaign windup, and Carter is matching it. Both 
sides see this as a critical state. 
Wisconsin, with 11 electoral votes, has a 1ibera1 
tradition, but has gone against an incumbent 
Republican president only once in this century, 
Herbert Hoover in 1932. ,~ 
But Republicans. are worrymg over a disaHection 
among the state's farmers which they find hard to 
explain, Without a good farm vote it would be difficult 
for Ford 'to overcome. Carter's expected strength in 
Madison, seat of the state university, and .in the 
indU$trial belt running from Kenosha to Green Bay 
and including the metropolitan Milwaukee area, The 
state-a1so has a high ethnic quotient which may be 
sensitive to the East European issue. 
The difference could lie in a Democratic strat~, 
aided by powerful labor allies, which is concentrating 
011 turning out Democratic voters, Republicaus are 
1rying the same tactic, although with not quite the 
organization Carter has, 
e . I J t ,, ~ 
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HalloWeen party scheduled 
By Mel .... M.Uu",ldI Garrett's class meets Wednesday at 
ED2':DleDl Editor 2 p.m . in _~ .. e..f>hio Room. and 
da~~~i~ yea~s~~ft ::tsr.a~ 1~~ ~t~:;. ~ ~~W~~i~r~~r:-.i. 
in the festivities . Attendance is limited. and 
The celebration begins Wednes- interested pe.rsons should sign up at 
day evening with a hypnotism the Student Government Activities 
demonstration and performance by Office. 
Larry Garrett Barry Richman, Three of the best "Twilight Zone" 
chairperson of the Student Center television shows of the early 6O's will 
Programming Committee, said he be shown at 7 p.m. and 9 p.m. in the 
"will display feats of hypnotism" Student Center Auditorium . The 
from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m. in Student shows are free . " People should 
Center Ballroom B. The show will come early because seats will fill up 
be free: fast. " Richman said. 
A mime performance by Tim The .. "Pre-Halloween Warm-Up 
Settimi starts at 8 p.m. Thursday Party features musIc by Black 
night. Se. ttimi specializes in comic Frost. a local soul ...... Jazz band. LD 
pantomime and will perform hls-k.Ballrooms A. Band Cfrom 8 p.m. to 
free show in Ballrooms A and.B ~ - ·lmdlllght. The event IS free and so 
Both Garrett and Settimi will be are the Cilntests gomg on that mght. 
giving FJee School Workshops on There will be a pumpkin decorating 
the arts of h.y pnotism and mime . contest. a pumpkIn p". eating 
contest . and a car defacLOg contest. 
Halloween night sees the 
" Halloween ' Costume Ball " with 
music by Coal Kitchen. "Everyone's 
favorite band and a s pec tacular 
costume contest are part of the 
events. Come in your craziest 
duds." Richman said. The costume 
ball ~oes on from 7:30 p.m. to 11 :30 
p.m. in Ballrooms C and D. 
Also over the weekend. the SGAC 
nlms committee will be sponsoring 
the film " Death Race 2000" in the 
Student Center Auditorium . 
Admission is $1 for the show which 
will be screened Friday at 11 p.m. 
and Saturday at 7 . 9and 11 p.m. and 
Sunday at 7 and 9 p.m . 
A free showing of Flash Gordon's 
serial " Rocket Ship" is sponsored 
by the SGAC video committee and 
will be shown Saturday night at 7 : 30 
in the SGAC Video Lounge. 
Security to v be tight for Elvis 
Elvis Presley will be provided 
with a lot of security when he 
arrives in Carbondale Wednesday in 
preparation for his concert at the 
SIU Arena. 
Bob Harris. assistant director of 
the SIU Security Police said. "there 
:;;~~rv~~e:S° alfo~~o~~P~~rte~ 
will have to have a ticket to get into 
the Arena . 
Harris will be Presley's personal 
escort in addition to Presley's own 
security. Harris will be with Presley 
throughout his stay in Carbondale. 
Gary Drake. business manager 
for the Arena. said 83 ushers. seven 
usher supervisors. five civil service 
ushers and special ticket personnel 
takers will be at the concert . The 
~~~~~ ra~~~~;:ob';~:e~~lc~!~~ 
on possible phony tickets . 
The stagl: for the concert will be 
set eight feet lower on the floor 
because tickets were so ld for behind 
the stage sea ts. said Drake. No 
one 's VIewing will be ' hindered 
Drake said. The equipment for the 
sound sys te m will be suspended 
from the ceiling. 'nothing will be on 
s tage Drake s aid . Ten policemen 
will be lined around the stage floor 
Radio _s.how talks 
about dark horse 
If you can 't decide whom to vote for 
in the presidential elections. WIDB's 
" Contact" program at 7 p.m . 
Wednesday may give you a few 
more insights. 
WIDB's Joe Paschen will talk to 
representatives of Eugene McCar-
thy's campaign as an independent 
candidate for president and 
members of the Carll!r-Mondale 
Democratic campaign for 
president 
Paschen will guide the questioning 
of the representatives on difficulties 
faced by third party candidates in 
going against the " big parties. " 
0b5ess!0n' Is.u sood 
.and of~ bette' tfwn 
.... ytNns HltdKodl 
7:15 "'" ~ done~ 9:00 -.-, ~ - - .. .. ~ ~-
OBSESSION 
A bf,.,,,e s lOt,. 01 lowe ~ 
for Presley's protection said Harris. 
Drake said there will be no press 
~:s~~~e:ns c~~p~~:~~r~n~;saft~~ 
the concert. 
Presley's manager Colonel 
Parker. who makes aJl the security 
arrangements for Presley. will be 
arrivinl( in CarbondaJe early with 
further information on set-up. 
Harri~ said 
( 'I" j" l.l mi, rfr/" : 
THE EROTIC 
ADVENTURES OF 
~~9~mI~9 
Starring ALEX ROMAN 
DYANNE THORNE 
AlInE 6O.uJfC 
PBIPl£ WIll LIMB 
"SOlIIIER" 
•
• 
tit . _ 
I I' . 
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VARSITY 1 DOWNTOWN 457-6100 
t:~= ~ .. "" 9:15 . - _ . . ~. 0 .::- . I J ._" _ ..... , ~ ... ~... Wfi III 
Starts TOMORROW! 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
VARSITY'2 DOWNTOWN 457-6100 
Last Tinws Today! 2 P.M. Show $1.25 
Final $howings: 2:00 7:00 9:00 
Starts TOMORROW! 
"DRUM':"" WAIRER IlTES ·1SElA YE6A . m m.. PAM 6RIR 
YAPIET KDTTO · JlllCIlICOS ~ .. PW mLY -EllA mES .OOG 
_"MSsm'I: _"STEiH.AlMR ~ .. IO!IIA.~\\mIR _ ......... KYlECJIS1OO 
~ _"OWUSIIIUS IlaltMAI1Jata 
................................. ~ 
SALUKI 1 605 E. GRAND 549-5622 
6 P.M. Show Today Adm. $1.25 
Where anything 
can happen ... -
and usually does! 
-wlsrt.sl!lJt 
.w·lII,cn 
,.. HilCmw .• Ia. .... frps 
-CIt . lid .. · ... 
"'PiirSislln ~Pit!l_~.tmDI 11ftIII1KlII1ICIIU -
Shows Today: 6:00 and 8:00 
•••••••••• • •••••••••••••••••••••• 
SALUKI 2 605 E. GRAND 549 - 5622 
_~ JOHN' WAYNE '"THE 
". ~ I lAUREN BACAU. SHOOTIsr 
~ .. --~ 
6 P.M.~.25 Shows: 6:00 8:00 
IHeat treatmen: tudied 
in research. on cancer 
By C. G. McDaaleI 
. AP Sci(lla! Writer 
CHICAGO.( AP1-The application 
0( high heat to the entire bodi.es of 20 
patients with advanced cancer IS 
reported to have resulted in 
improvement in more than half of 
them . 
Results or the study were 
presented at the recent clinical 
congress of the American College of 
Surgeons. by Dr. James M. Larkin. 
proressor of surgery at the 
University 0( New MeXICO school or 
medicine and the Veterans 
Administration Hospital. 
Albuquerque. 
Larkin and his colleagues. Drs. 
W. Sterling Edwards and Daniel-E. 
Smith. anesthetized - the patients. 
then heated their bodies to about lOll 
degrees with tubes or heated gas to 
the lungs a nd a heated water 
blanket wrapped a round them. 
Larkin told a news conrerence 
that 14 or the patients had shrinkage 
or disappearance or the tumors . In 
addition. he said. the quality or 
re ma ining lire ror many was 
improved because they had less 
pain. regained their appeti tes and 
gained weig ht follOWing Ihe 
treatment. 
.. We are very e'h>ited with t 
results or treating ca~r patients 
with heat therapy." he said 
Similar results were reported 
earlier this year in another 21 
patients treated at the VA Hospillll 
in Brooklyn. N. Y .• by Dr. Harry 
!..eveen, who used radio-rrequency 
radiation ' to heat tumors. Heat also 
is being studied as a possible cancer 
treatment in Edinburgh. Scotlarxl. 
arxI N ewcast Ie. EIU! Ia nd. 
Larkin said researchers dO'not yet 
know the mechanism by which heat 
works to help treat cancer. It is 
possible, he said. that the heat 
makes it easier ror drugs to 
penetrate cancer cells or that it may 
s timulate the body's immune 
response to fight cancer. 
However. he said. it is not yet 
known which cancers are most 
amenable to hea t treatment. Lung 
cancer. melanoma and cancers or 
the stomach. breast and kidneywere 
included in the study. 
So rar. he said. it cannol be 
claimed that the Ireatment cured 
a ny or the patienl •. a lthoul!h six a re 
.;till a li V<' 11 1022 months following 
the treatment. All of the pa til'flL' 
wCre in poor condition when 
In'alment was begun. 
tActivities 
Wednt'sday 
Elvis in Concert . 8: 30 p.m .. Arena . 
Fourth Bi e nnial Leaders hip 
Symposi um . 8 a .m .. Student 
Center . 
Rehab Workshop . 8 a .m .·5 p.m . . 
Student Center Ballroom B. 
SGAC Film. " The Sugarland 
Express," 7 & 9 p.m . . Student 
Center Auditorium . 
Morning Etude Orchestra , I p.m ., 
Shryock. 
Stu Bridge Club. 7-11 p.m .. Student 
Center Fourth Floor. 
Recreation Club. meeting. 7: 30-9 
~:~.Student Center Mississippi 
Free School , Meditation as Creative 
Relaxation. 7:3l}-9 p.m .. Student 
Center Missouri Room. 
Student Senate, meeting . 8 p .m . . 
Student Center Bl\Ilroom A. 
Graduate Student Council , meeting, 
9' 11 :30 p.m . , Student Center 
Illinois Room. 
" The Future or Telecom · 
munications ," speaker Dean 
Gillette, 7:30 p.m., Student Center 
Ballroom B. 
Little Egypt Grotto (SIU Cavers l , 
meeting. 8-10 p.m . . Home 
Economics 202. 
Pi Sigma Epsilon. meeting . 7·10 
p.m., General Classrooms lOll. 
Chess Club. meeting, 7 p. m ., Student 
Center Activity Room D. 
Der Deutsche Klub. meeting , noon-2 
~~~ Student Center COrinth 
Wednesday is 
HOUseSC 
Mexican r 
$3.95 
Saluki Fljing Clu b. meeting. 7 : 3l)-
9:30 p.m .. Student ('enter Activity 
Room C. 
Alpha Kappa Psi. meeting. 7: 30·10 
p .m .. St udent Cente r Activity 
Room C. 
Engineering Club . meeting . 7· tO 
p .m ., Student Ce nter Activity 
Room B. 
Engineering Club . meeting . 7· 10 
p.m .. Technology A 111. 
Student Government . Student to 
Student Grant, 3-5 p.m .m., Student 
Center Activity Room B. 
Hillel. Talmud Torah class. 7·8:30 
p'.m ., 715. S'. Ur,tiversity Ave. 
Hillel, basiC JUdiasm, 8:3l}-10 p.m ., 
715 S. University Ave. 
Saluki Swingers, square dancing , 
7:3l}-9 :30 p.m., Davis Gymnaism 
Room 114. 
Shawnee Mountaineers, meeting. 
8-10 p.m .. Student Center Roman 
Room. 
Free School. advanced guitar, 7-8 
p.m ., Pulliam HaU 211. 
Shawnee Mountaineers . meeting, '8-
10 p.m .. Student Center Roman 
Room. 
Weightlirting ClUb . meeting . 7-9 
p .m .. Student Center Activity 
Room A. 
New Student Orientation 
Communica tion. meeting , 6-7 :30 
p .m .. Student Center Activity 
Room C. 
Egyptian Divers . meeting, 5:30 
p.m ., Pulliam Poo\. 
Baptist Student Union . 9 :30 p .m . , 
Baptist Student Union ctlreteria . 
Mexican Night 
1.85 3 Enchiladas 
3 Taco 1.45 
3 Tamale 1.45 
1.45 3 Burrito ~~ 5 Chm Relleoo 1.45 All eat Mexican plate, taco. burrito \-... 
3.95 ilada. tamale. rice, refried beans, sopaipilla 
CHI LA DA 01 NNER, rice . retried beans, 3.50 
sopaipilla . . . 2.95 TACO DINNER. r ice retried beans. sopalpilla 
-" BURRITO DINNER. rice, retried beans, sopaipilla 2.95 
c1i1 LI RELLENO DI NNER, rice, retnea 
2.95 beans. sopaipilla . 
MEXICAN STEAK (8 oz. Ribeye, ~n.nated) 
4.50 served with rice, retried beans. sopalpilla 
1.25 Order of Sopaipilla (4) 
(~ I1WIU of ...... clWcken, 
., ........ pizza avaI .... nigtItIy) 
(~, THE BENCH . h (across fr0t:" the courthouse 
... 8nC in Murphysboro. 
-- ph. 684-3470 .. ph. 687·9600 
PrMte P..tj Room Availllble 
. Live Entertainment 
... 
Friday and Saturday 
. -
s 
QI~'5GINI 
3' . ~rr~ 
~ ... ..... 
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Service' .conducting mental dis~rder survey 
r 
ByJ-.Pearl ... 
Dally ElY"'" Scaff Writer 
The Health Service is conducting a 
survey of SIU students to determine 
. the prevalance of psychiatric 
disorders and symptoms in the 
r::ent ~~t~eaa~~~?cr~ 
psychiatrist. 
Spall said Friday that through the 
survey, the Health Service hopes to 
~ar:c~~sJ~s Ofoms::~.yf~~:: 
been treated ror ,..psychiatric 
disorders with characteristics of 
!I~:~ ~=:mwre~ 
patient's sYMptoms are significant 
Playboy: F(Jrd did not· 
reject offer of interview 
By WlWam C. werts 
Aaoda&ed Pres. Writer 
CHICAGO (AP)-President Ford 
never refused an in-depth interview 
with Playboy as he contended and 
the White House twice offered to set 
up shorter ones , the magazine said 
Tuesday. 
The mterviews were never held 
because of deadline and scheduling 
problems, but the White House was 
" cordial and cooperative, " sai d 
Playboy, whose inter view with 
Jimmy Carter caused a major 
campaign controversy . 
At a news conference Oct. 20, Ford 
said, " I reiterate what I said once 
before . I turned down an invitation 
by Playboy magazine to have an 
interview such as Carter did . These 
are aU factual statements." 
But a Playboy spokesman said 
that , in fact , Ford was never offered 
an " interview such as Carter did, " 
and that tl>e White House 
cooperated in efforts to set up 
shorter interviews for articles the 
!"agazine was preparing. 
Ford said Oct. 20 ne refused to be 
interviewed by Playboy " with an 
emphatic no" because "I don't think 
the President of the United States 
ought to have an interview in a 
~~':~':o::e~~~ing photographs of 
Hugh M. Hefner , editor and 
publisher of the magazine, accused 
Ford of " an improper and 
~~r~e:c!:b~:ti;t~~r:;s:~~ ~~ag~ 
guilt by association, as thouif;t 
granting an interview to Playboy 
were equivalent to posing naked in 
the center of the magazine ." 
" What is most improper in all 
this, " Hefner said, "is the intended 
implication that Republicans in 
general, and the Ford admin· 
istration in particular, is above such 
Playboy associations." 
The magazine 's assistant 
managing editor, Barry Golson. ' 
said Ford never was asked to do a 
"Play boy Interview, " a special 
feature of the magazine which is 
based on a series of long , tape-
recorded interviews. 
However, Golson said, in 
~f:;:~~: p~{ica~~7n\f :o~~;l~' 
arhcle entitled "I Am Jerry's 
Brain," the While House called and 
offered the magazine an opportunity 
to interview the president. 
"The While House press office 
called Playboy and said that the 
President had read the article and 
invited the writer to spend a few day 
at the White House to see how the 
real Jerry Ford's Brain works," 
Golson said , 
He said the writer had other 
assignments and did not accept the 
invitation. 
In July of 1975, Golson said, 
Playboy assigned a novelist to write 
a profile of the President a nd wrote 
Ron Nessen, the White House press 
secretary , to request access to the 
White House staff and, if possible, a 
20-m inute meeti ng with the 
PresidenL 
" Nessen replied in writing that he 
-:r0:;;~ a~~!~~~i~ ~uf;~~~,;J~o~ 
preSidential interview , but that 
Ford's travel plans would make it 
impossible that month, " Golson 
said. 
He said Nessen suggested that 
Playboy contact him again in the 
future . 
"We clearly did not request the 
extensive and well-known P layboy 
interview, and as for the short 
~~:rnt~~e~~:~~ol:~ ~7dn 
However, he said, " Our contacts 
with the White House were cordial 
and cooperative the very opposite of 
what President Ford has suggested 
occurred out of his personal 
conviction. " 
Hefner said he had received a 
telephone call Oct. 19 from 
President Ford's legal counsel. 
Benton Becker, seeking confir-
mation of what Becker said was a 
" solid rumor" that Carter was paid 
for his Playboy interview. 
" Carter wasn 't paid a penny, bu 
this telephone call was Quite 
obviously made with the hope that 
the Democratic candidate would be 
embarrassed by his association with 
Playboy," Hefner said. 
P RESSING PROBLEMS 
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Wanted: 
Temporary employes to iroo out a 
problem, said an emergency 
request from a Los Angeles law 
firm. The finn's air conditioning 
unit broke down recently, pouring 
:: r!~ m water and drenching 
ChIcken PlCkin' 
are here.' 
e c~ orner BOx for only 
$1.49 
• 3 pieces of chicken, 
O riginol Recipe or 
Extro Crispy 
• whip ped pototoes 
ond grovy 
", • cole slow 
• roll 
1317W • ....., 
-.aM 
I 
and whether the Health Service is Spalt said there is not enough 
providing adequate care, he said . . cu.rrent comparative data on 
Depressioo is a common ~blem prychiatric disQFders and sYM0toms 
(or which physicians treat patients amooj! eel ege students for the 
Spall said. When a pbysic:fan treats Health Sernce to use as a basis Cor 
a student who says be suffers from treating it patien1s . He said the 
depression he generally asks the Health Service's survey is the OIlly 
student the characteristics of the method oC evaluating the types of 
~pression , how long it lasts and if mental health services SIU students 
the depression is related to certain need. 
situatioos. Two thousand students were 
However, iethe Health Service has picked at random by a computer to 
current information on the -take part in the survey, Spalt said. 
prevalence and characteristics of The Health Service is contracting 
!TIfr:i:Si~fo! t~UPh~':t~i~~ i~ ~~:=~f ~eP~~~o ae:!: 
evaluate the significance oC the nature of the questionnaire they will 
patient's symptoms, he said. receive in the mail. 
The names of the student 
C~~i.,:~~ in ~i=:f..~~ 
said, and they will not he obllgated 
to fill out the questionnaire , The 
stuclents will he asked to sign a 
=~~.:~t~Il~~~~: 
!efft~ b!vi~o~riant to have all of 
the questiormaires returned to the 
Health Service to make the survey 
valid." Spall said "For example. if 
only 50 per cent of the 
questionnaires are returned it is 
~~,u~I~~:!~~!~:es:rt~: ~li':: 
student population." 
! P. nny Drink. a 
a 
'Get ready for our 
_Super G.oldrush 
Halloween Partyl 
Tonight! ~REE in the Sma!1 Sar 
Cactus 
Jaclc 
~ 
~ 
.. 
SAVE : 56c _ 
SIIYI&SAYI 
-
-
-
-
-
-
·-~. - - -: ... = :12 - "". 
:l.LI. 
_ lIMIT 1 _ 
- willi lhi, "._ and pu-chene 01 " . SO or .",. _ 
- ... duding il""" prohibiled by low. l imil one -
- c......,. lqoirH Scm.rday NiojIt . Otl ..... 30. 1976. -8 ii,.o.i.if.'.'i'.io.iiTi'" 
: LIMIT 1 _ 
_ . llh ,his coupon and purchow of 17.SO Of more _ 
_ •• duding il .... prohibiltd by low . limil one _ 
_ , ......,. I"", .. SoI..-doy NiojIt . Otl ..... 30. 1976. _ 
e. 7I'IO~i~·~'i".'~iO;~·iTi· · •• 
-PIG. 
: LIMIT 
- WI,h rIIi, pu-chow 01 SO 0< ..... _ 
- excluding Items prohibited by low. ltmtt OM _ 
- , ......,. I"II">SoI..-doyNoglt' Ot' ..... 30 1916 _ e. litt. 'liiii~.Oii lilli .0.0 
UMIT 
";,h 'hi, c......, and pu-tho .. 01 H SO 0< _. 
- eadvding " rms prohibited by law lim.1 one 
- ,......, 1'IIftS SoI..-doy "'11'. Otrobt< 30. 1976 8. litti'ii.iisi'i ilii ii I' 
COST CUTTERS H 
'YOUR B DGET! 
U.S. Gov' , . (ho". IItoI Bn" 
Top Round. Rump Roost . Of 
FAMllT STUll .. . . . 1II. 
U.S. GOV·T. CHOICI 8£IF 
SlJlOlN np STUll .. 1II. 
U.S GOV·T. CHOICI811F US. GOV'T CHOICI81tF 
LARGE INO $ 9 CINl'ER CUT $1 69 RIB 11 SIRLOIN 
STEAK ~. STEAK~· 
U.S. GOV·T. CHOICI 811F 
TAll · lESS 
T·IOIII STUll . . . .. 1II. 
BONElESS 8£IF 
CUIISTUl .•.. •.. 1II. 
U.S. Go"t . Inspected ANTI· FREEZE $349 10· 14 lb. Avg . 554 PRESTONE ••• GoIoto TURKEYS • • •. 1II. BUSH 
Il((PT wlSHfOril I!IUnUIBAu AHO H()NI"~. 1f 2 1'·01. 794 J~£~~~~~G . Whole Yams c.. 
FRESH TURKEY 1II. 654 s( Off 4 80th 80rs C 694 
COUNTRY STYLE IVORY SOAP.. ~: .. 
OSCAR MAYER LINK $1 39 PORK SAUSAGE l~ . JIFFY FROZEN MEAT ENTREES 2·1II. I'l,. $1
19 HEllMANN'S 79. SLICED BACON 1II. SPIN BLEND •• l~. ~ 
KROGERA / CROll 694 STOKELY PORK SAUSAGE BEANS •••• 3 It!:. 894 
Mill OR MATCH 
CUCUMIlIS (loch) 5 $1' 
GlIDIII'IPPOS Iloch) 
GIIDI 0III0fIS (Btn:hl For 
lEO IlDlSHES (6·0,. PIlg. ) 
... 
NEW CROP FlOllIDA 
JUICE ORANGES. • •• ... 
SUNlCIST 
VALENCIA ORANGES .... ~ 
~:p'mla.""'l!IiDI!liiii ... ~m'4" ~""'."9'l!ifi .... uq'15 SAVE: . • . SAVE = - '/ lJ("~"'69c - lOt _ 
- 'TOOTHPASn :: _ PECAN HAlVES :: 
- -- $29-:: 2·· ..... 8ftC :::: ..... 1 :: 
= , .... 7 ' = =.... = 
= =-~~::--;; = = ~-=;==:. = 
- ""  .. ~Stwtti - - 1"'6 ........ ~ .. ,_ ~11II'ii'.'i:'I~-illll~ ~111':""'~~ IIilMi 
CUT . FRINCH STY U 011 SHill II 
384 fRESH Ii Or. 494 
64 SPiNACH......... ,... . SAlAD FlVOIIIT£ 494 64 RED LEAF LmUCE •• 1II. ~
74 ' CARAMEL APPLES. 6,. 994 
Jobs for stud~i1ts announced 
w~k~::I~~~~nL~onbii:~:d s~~d~~! 
Office of Student Work and 
Financial Assistance. 
en~l:: ;::r~I!e aa~~t::e ~ 
current ACT Family Financial 
Statement on file . Applications ma~ 
~fi~~O::S/~~~B~~~J ~:r . 
Jobs available as of Oct. 25 : 
Fad:~rc:.~~e openings, morning 
hours ; two openings afternoon 
hours ; one opening, general office 
work, no typing, experience ~e1pful. 
20 hours per week , morOlng or 
afternoon hours to be arranged; one 
opening, clerical, sophomore or 
junior , must have good grade 
average, past office experience 
preferred , very accurate tYPing, 
three hour w'ork block or more ; one 
opening. office manager . good office 
and public relaliOlls skilis, ten hours 
per week, to be arranged. , 
ac=~:,n::::~:,nte a~~~~: 
spring houJ'S~ occupy afternoons ; 
one opening, key ptmch operator, 
experience preferred, prefer 
someone to stay spring term , 
morning work Irours ; one or two 
openings , nude models , School of 
Technical C&reers. 
Spring Openings- . 
Clerical- two openings. typing 
an<tswitchboard work , one morning 
work block, one afternoon work 
block ; one opening, typing and 
shorthand work, morning work 
block ; one opening, typist, morning 
or afternoon hours , job will be 
situa.ed at the Southern Illinois 
Airport Terminal Building. 
c!~SgC~~~~~~:;i~~e or :ft:~;~~ 
hours. 
Black voter interest declines 
steadily over past ] 0 years 
By Dolor ... Barcla v 
Bl a A"~~r!~d P~"ri1~rp~trro n in 
national e lections ~as been declining 
steadily over the pas I decade . ev ... n 
as t he number of black t'lreled 
officials on the statt' and locnllevt' ls 
has soa red 
Black regis tration in t972 was 65.5 
per cent of eligible voters. compllred 
to a while registration of 73,4 per 
cent. 
For thi s elec tion. say~ J ohn 
Britton of the Joint Center for 
Political Studies in Washington. only 
about 52 per cent of blacks are 
registered. This may be bad news 
for Democrats who are hoping for 
~~9ust~l:f~tat'~ajOrities in key 
Declining voter interest in 
national elections is characteristic 
of white as well as black voters, but 
the degree of non-participation by 
blacks is disturbing , Britton says. 
" Ten per cent of the electorate is 
black," he noted. " If blacks as a 
group perceive their interest to 
revolve around one candidate, and if 
they vote , that 10 per cent could turn 
the election. But black voting has 
taken a nosedive. 
" It 's not apathy . It ' s cynicism . 
Why register? Why vote? It has to do 
with the fact that no matter how 
much blacks vote, government on 
all levels does not respond. " 
~~C:::tiO: f; th~oNor~cst'A~:eyea~~ 
Britton said, despite a major 
~'t~~~~We c!~~ ~~a~~n I~:~ 
thousands of blacks in the North to 
register, but no~ nearly enough to 
close the gap." 
be~~I~t~~~~{ :~~ksa~~~: 
local level , the inroads at the 
national level have been limited. 
There are 17 black incumbents in 
the House of Representatives , all 
running for r e -e ll'ction. and one 
black sena tor . Edward Brooke. R-
Mass .. who isn 'l up for re-election 
th is yea r 
In lilt . accord ing to the Joint 
('['nt,' r for Political St udies. there 
lin, :1.!17!1 black ciccII'd officials as 01 
June :1Il more than three times as 
many In 1969. when Ihere were 1.185. 
N"!Irly 11 11 lin' on Ihe state and local 
I,'vel. lind include 223 blacks in state 
legis III I urI's. most of whom are also 
up for re-e lection in November. 
Th,'rr is a total 01 522.000 e lected 
offici a ls in the U.S. 
The m a jority of black office 
holde rs a rpin county and mun icipal 
f~~~.- ~~~~i~~ ~~~:~:~I:~r~c~~~ 
board member . Many fa ce re -
election this fall. 
Does the presence of such black 
candidates sti mulate a black 
turnout ? " If blacks believe it will 
make a difference . then you 'll see a 
big turnout. " says Rep . Yvonne 
Burke, D-Calif.. chairwoman 01 the 
Congressional Black Caucus. " In 
North Carolina last September, we 
had a black run for lieutenant 
governor . We didn't get too many 
blacks turning out to vote because 
~;1er~n~',t ~i~~ would make a 
Mrs. Burke added that the recent 
furor over a racial slur made by 
former Agriculture Secretary Earl 
Butt might bring.a lot more blacks 
to the voting booths. 
While registration in the North has 
been languid , it 's increased 
substantially in the South . Close' to 
four million blacks are registered in 
the 11 Southern states, says John 
Lewis , executive director of the 
Voter Education Project. 
Census figures show tha t the 
South, with 53 per cent of America 's 
~Wc~I~~u1:I~~~~~~I~cfars cent of 
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After 45 years, man fully pardoned 
in controversial Scottsboro case 
ByRan-_ 
~ Preu Writer 
MONTGOMERY , Ala . (AP)-
Forty· five years after it began, 
"Scottsboro Boy" Clarence Norris 
won a full pardon from the State of 
i1!.!b::nI~~t" i~fJ'r~:e right to 
He had spent five years on death 
~~~~~~r:i~C:Sea br~~ri~e~~I~ f:~~ 
crime he always insisted he did not 
commit. 
"It's great to be free . There ' s 
~~~~ l~k!ti~C~:e~~ ~~r;~i~!~d 
First the Alabama Pardon-Parole 
Board and then Gov. George C. 
Wallace signed a pardon for the 64· 
year -old laborer who. with eighl 
other young black men , was accused 
eX raping two white women aboard a 
freight train in Alabama in 1931. 
The case became one of the most 
controversial in the South. Because 
the alleged rape occurred near 
Scottsboro in north Alabama and the 
trial was held there. the defendants 
became known throughout the world 
as the "Scot tsboro Boys." 
Norris . the las t of the nine 
delendants known to be still alive. is 
working now as a laborer for the 
City of New York. He fled from 
Alabama after being paroled in 1946, 
and the state continued to list him as 
a parole violator . 
The Pardon-Parole Board not only 
pardoned Norris , but in effect also 
recognized his hmocence. By law, Ussery ultimately changed his 
the board could pardon him only if it mind , and in a statement Monday he 
felt there was proof of his innocence. explained wh~ . 
Now tbat be is free to do so, Norris 
said he would go ba.ck io Alabama . 
;~~,'~o~o s:::r ~~t~!F~~ !~~ 
raised in the South. It·s one of the 
most beautiful places in the world ." 
At a news conference at the New 
York headquarters of the NAACP, 
which represented him in pursuing 
the pardon, Norris said there was a 
lesson for black people in his 
pardon. 
" Don't ever give up hope ," he 
explained. " Always fight for y<!ur 
rights . That's what I believe In . 
Even if it kills you. stand up for your 
rights. " 
Norris said he knew something 
was going to happen Monday and 
took the 'day off from work. He sa id 
he got the news of his pardon in a 
Harlem bar when he telephoned the 
NAACP. 
When Norris first inquired about a 
pardon last summer . he 
encountered stern resistance from 
the Pardon ·Parole Board . The 
chairman of the board. Norman 
Ussery . said Norris was still a 
fugitive and would have to return to 
prison in Alabama before the 
request could be considered .. 
Norris said repeatedly he dId not 
.... ant to go back to Alabama . 
At first. he 'said, "we did not have 
any information as to where h~ 
Norris was IiviAA, where he worked, 
or what his behavior had been since 
he left Alabama " 
But the official application gave' 
the board "the necessary 
information to investigate lhis 
case," the chairman said , and 
;;fl:g;~f~i'ma~t! ~r::~;i~~ 
from justice." 
Norris said in a recent interview 
that after fleeing Alabama he lived 
in Cleveland until 1953, when he 
went to New York. He is married 
now, and has two daughters, 20 and 
16 yea rs _old. -
, ..•...••..••.•....... 
~~li:S_~ 
:Super ~;. ~ . 
:Gold ~
: rush! 
. ~ 
. "' ....................... 
Let's Get Personal 
Local candidates can often affect your life more 
directly than those running for higher office. Elect a 
responsible and responsive Jackson County team-
Vote Democrat;cl Vote for ••• 
State's Attorney 
Howard L. Hood 
No. 107 
Coroner 
Wilferd "Doc" Brown 
No. 111 
Clerk of the Circuit Court 
James R. Kerley 
No. 118 
Coun~reasurer 
Congressman 
Paul Simon 
No. 97 
State Representative 
Bruce Richmond 
No. 102 
Shir~ Dillinger Booker 
No. 121 
Judge of the Circuit Court 
Bill F. Green 
No. 138 ~-, 
County Board Candidates 
District 1- Alvin Lange, No, 124 
District 2- RuNeI Eliot, No. 124 
District ~ BeI1anWn Dunn, No. 124 
District -4- Jack 8. Cooper, No, 124 
Wallar G. AabiIwon,~., No. 127 
C, yr. unexpired tenn) 
District 5-'Gary G, Hartleb, No. 124 
District 6:Edward J. "Nld" McGlynn, No. 124 
District 7- WIn. "Blr' Kelley, No. 124 
VOTE DEMOCRATIC 
November 2, 19761 
P1aca:I and peid .fer by tt-e Jacksa1 County Democratic Women's Organizatiat, 
ROI58'Ilary Bastien, Olairlady, R_R. 4, frorphysboro 62966 
~ , ' . 
( , SGAC FHrns " 
. \\ oeath Race 2000 ~ 
.f Hypnotist 
; LarrY Garrett 
. f will baffle you with his 
extraordinary feats of mind-bending! 
__ -Afty 1, 9, 11 
11 pm and Satun- .,' Come and be mystifted by 
sunday 1, 9 pm 
StUdent Center Auditorium 
Admission $1 
the powers of hypDOtism! 
8 - 10 pm 
SGAC Video 
Flash Gordon 
"ROCKETSH\ P" 
saturday 1: 30 pm 
VideO Lounge 
3rd Roor student Center 
1&,. ... 
~-;:~IDAY ~~. 29 
--:: ( with us if you, dare· . . 
enter ' 
THE 1W\ L\GHT ZONE 
' . Student Center 
Ballroom D 
. SATURDAY 
the I 
E-HALLOWEEN WARM-UP PAR 
with . 
CONTESTS GALORE! 
Pumpkin Pie Eating - Pumpkin Decorating 
Car Defacing 
music by 
"BLACK FROST" 
8 - 12 midnight 
Student Center Ballrooms ABC 
of your favorite episodes , ~e classic TV series of the 60 s : , ",':,-!?'"- ~ 
(rom 2 showingS ~ , ~ ? 
'I pm -and 9 pm .:"'J~:.Q/)o/ ~~ ~~ ) S~DAY OCT. 31 :, '/~. 
swtient Center AuditOrium . / THE GALA EVENT - 1/7/. 
Come ~y E HALLOWEEN COSTUME BALL! ! ~'. ~ . 
FREE!! COAl ETc'HEN \ ''1/ 
c . A sp.: etacaIar ) 
COSTUME CONTEST 
come in your craziest duds 
7:38 - 11:30 pm , It 
Student Center BaDroom D .,1. 
FREE!! ':4' ; . N ~~'l~tv~~ 
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Li~e other 'business efft;lrts, 
campaign work is seasonal 
.------. D':YE=~ s!;~~ ~odr~~artf~ l~:afr<!:~lin:tai:! ~oo:rar:tel'I;N;I~~~e a:e 
Like pumpkins and Christmas candidates, with . the exceplicn '!i afte~ . 30 days ~esidency and 
trees, electicn lime is a seasonal U.s. Rep. Paul SImon, who has his provldtng they regISter. 
business, but with what little time headquarters stationed in his Dunn said StU represents four 
they have, Democratic and Carbcndale oCfice. electoral 'preclllcts so his volunteers 
Republican headquarters in Dunn emphasIZed, however. ~t WIll make a concerted effort to 
Carbondale seek maximum volunteers at the state Democraltc encourage the student vote. 
production. headqua~ers are with .. the Simon Students comprise ~ large part of 
Democratic headquarters for workers 100 per cent the volunteer campaIgn rorces for 
state and local candidates is located Stuffing envelopes with campaign both the SIU Democrats and the SIU 
on South Illinois Avenue directly material . d istributing literatu,re. Republican. Club are working with 
opposite the train station. Carter' knocktng on doors and maktng the respecttve party headquarte~. 
Mondale volunters retain an office phone calls are chores charac· As short·llved as a campaIgn 
around the corner on Main Street. teristic 0( both headquarte!s. headquarters existence is, both 
Joe Dunn. Democratic volunteer Both sides agree that voter apathy groups or volunteers feel a strong 
coo rdinator ror Jackson does nol seem as widespread as had seIlS(' 0( frieildship and accom· 
Williamson, Franklin and Sali~ been indicated in elections during plishment from campaigning. 
counties, said the locations of both the past rew years. Election day is the grand finale. 
headquarters were chosen for their Dunn said his Democratic but win or lose, both headquarters 
proximity to the mainstream of volunteers have round that people view the day as one to reward their 
Carboodale traffic. are still undecided about certain loog weeks oC hare"! work. 
Republican volunteers are less issues. so it is their hope that 
concerned with their · Iocale. ci rculating literature will help 
Although their headquarters is on enable voters to ma ke m ore 
Main Street at the West Side intelligent choices. 
Shopping Center, their storefront Anolher shared condition or both 
does nol catch the passersby's view. Republican a nd Democratic 
But despite geographic and headquarters is the lack or. and 
political dirferences, the purpose or large req ues ts ror . campaign 
both headquarters is the same-to e buttons. Local and s tate candidate 
encourage voler participation ror buttons are more abundant. but 
the party they represent. presidential buttons have become 
Marty Larsen, Republican collectors ' items. 
volunteer and SIU student, said his Larsen said campaign buttons 
<rganizatioo's turnout for volunteer were in immediate demand as soon 
work has been good during this as the Republican headquarters 
electioo year. opened in September. He attributed 
Republican headquarters opened the small amounts of avaiJable 
on Sept. 7 and will remail) buttons to more emphasis being 
operational until ejection day, Nov. placed on media campaigning and 
2. It is directing its work for local said the same is true or bumper 
and state candidates and the Ford· stickers. 
Dole ticket. Both Democratic and Republican 
Dunn said the Democratic volunteers view the SIU campus as 
Campaign workers at the ~~IiCCIln ~,.....t",,,,rt...""' 
located In the West Side 
candlda1e literature to be Republican Headquarters ... __ ..... _-, .,--_. 
federal candidates. (Staff 
Zlnvnerman.) 
The 
AlDeriean Tap 
Relax and enioy 
The '"-~w 8 ft. TV Screen 
TONIGHT'S SPECIAL 
Gin & Tonic 6lX 
Page 12. DIIIily Egyptian. October. 27. 1976 
_ .. ···' .... " .... io 
'JD 
and electronics 
Weguarantae 
i lowest prices 
549 6924 
518 South Illinois 
Kenneth Buzbee, state senator from the 58th District, 
(standing) talks to campaign workers at the 
Democratic Headquarters on South Illinois Avenue. 
(Staff photo by Peter Zimmerman) 
Ski Trip to Colorado 
6 days, 7 nights $180 
Jan. 8-14 inclu. transportation 
lodging and lift tickets 
101 W. Walnut 
Call 549-1621 
"FREE" Delivery I Start. at 5 p.m. I (Closed Mt:rrJtry except fw 
ALL YOU 
CAN EAT 
Spaghetti 
$1 99 
I deUIIl'rles) B.Y.C.W. 
r-----------------------------t 
• MAMA GINA'S "To Go" SHOP I 
"PIZZA" "SANDWICHES" 1 
Sm. Med. Large Itdan Beef ...... US5 I 
Cheeee ..... 2.50 .. 2.90 .. 3.70 s...ge ......... 1.80 .. 
Cheeee ...t Two .................. 1.80 I 
Selections 2.95 3.80 Corttination •.... 1.85 
• • • . 4.55 (Beef & Sausage) I 
.45 ... :80 ... .85 
0Ieese, Sausage. Pepperoni 
Beef. Mushrcxrn. Onion 
Green Pepper. AnchoYie 
"PASTA" 
Laaegn. •••••.••• 2.50 
RIIvIoII ........... 2.35 
SpeghettI 
I 
Extra Gertie Breed 50 I 
I 
.501 
(Bleu 0Ieese. 1000 
. Island. F renc:h 
Italian) 
I 
I 
Coke, ~ ....... .451 := -=':.:':~:: I 
wm-t ....... ... 2.00 AerNrmer - Cut Out I 
whnultroonw ...... 1..85 Ow To Go Menu & I I c.. 
I ~= ........ 2A5 549-1621 I I w~ .... ... 2.65 I 
I lAY OUt FAST DEUVEAY SERVICE I .-----------------~ 
FRESH. REGULAR 
4LBS. OR MORE 
MAYROSE 
All MEAT, SKINLESS 
Wieners 
"Ll GIINDS COFFH 
OLD JUDGE 
.5 c 
__ . 0 
WttEN YOU PURCHASE 
ONE2-l.B. CAN 
WITH COUPON 1NSl0E 
SENIOR CITIZENS 
GET YOUR NEW V.I .P. CARD AT YOUR NATIONAL AND 
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE PRIVILEGES IT OFFERS 
YOU. 
U.S.D.A. GOV'T GRADED CHOICE 
~c:, BLADE CUT 
~~~~ . CHUCK 
ROAST 
USDa INSPfCTlD 
FRESH, WHOLE 
FRYERS 
•• • t · .. 
~ national's ~LICED WHITE 
I BREAD ~~~C 
. OPEN 
EVERYDAY 
INCLUDING 
SUNDAY 
SA.M. ~NTIL 12 P.M. 
915 w. Main 
Carbondale 
NATIONAL'S GRADE A 
. Large Eggs 
Ie 
WHEN YOU PURCHASE ONE DOZE N 
WITH COUPON INSIDE 
SUPER SPECIAL 
c 
W"" Coupon InsicM 
ALL FLAVORS 
PEVELY 
Ice Cream 
~ NATIONAL'S GRADE A 
~HDmagenized. 
MILK 
. fr.\ (Goo.. 21 
't) I Jug 
/ I 
\ I Wlthc..p.n ..... 
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EVE 
IIAnoIIAL IS PLEASED TO 
ACCEPT USDA FOOD STAMPS MORE THAN THE PRICE IS RIGH', 
NOTICE 
. .,., .................... ,. ........... 
_ ... _-.,_ ... _-
....... 1ftc..~,...,........,1D • 
....... ",..,... ............. .....,H • 
......... .. ............ ,nc.1- ...... ,ne., Of'.t,.., ..... rou .... , ...... " fWn Checlll " 
topwc-he ...... .......,...~.I ........... 
................ pnc.. 
THE "WAS" PRICES IN THIS 
ADVERTISEMENT REFER TO THE LAST 
REGULAR PRICES IIEFORE THE 
PRICES SHOWN BECAME EFFECTIVE. 
NOTE! ftlGUl.AJII PfUCES AlltE MOT 
SPECIALS OR II.ftJt IPICiAlS. 
_oov-r_CMOOCE 
"':'~9 SirIOT.;si •• k 
.,59 
IOHRESS. C£NTP l&. ., ... 
ALL GRINDS COFFEE 
1
_ sOld JUd~e 
I I FF 
WHEN YOU PURCHASE 
A H.II. CAN 
WITH COUPON IIELOW 
~ KElLOGGS 
:;:: CrouteHes 2 1~:. 99C 
NATIONAL' S 4 5100 
Mac a Cheese :~. 
ASSORTmCOLORS 2 99 c 
Hudson Towels 'i:.t 
QfUNl( LIGHT 2 
National Tana '~. 
CHOCOLATE fLAVOR 
Baar'sCbIps 
ASIOInUI COlORS 
Patfs tissue 
Dairy Food 'Super' Specials 
NATIONAL'S GRADE A 
Homo Milk 
VARIETY MEATS 
national's 'Dawn-Dew' Fre 
Ne.,t E.."., Lo'IfI"'" 
I .... ood 92 ScOl 
BUTTE~ 
~Br~~:els \~Sprouts !. ~, •• 
WITH COUPON BROW 
Frozen Food 'Super'-Specials 
JOHNSON MINCE, APPLE OR 
Pumpkin 
Pies Ie 
2=8ge 
I 
• 
NATIONAL'S GRADE A 
Large Eggs 
31e 
WHEN YOU PURCHASE ONE OOlEN 
WITH COUPON BELOW ~ 
FREE 10 COUNT PACKAGE OVAL TINE COCOA MIX 
WHEN YOU BUY ONE AT $1.09 
(You GET 2 PKGS. FOR SLot, 
VlASIC 
-Hllllbal1-Dms 
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* nDYN' '$IPD' .... IIIIICIS 
_lIIAnlMf 
* _, '.5.1" ... ," MAID 
CMICI_I 
* 'IA-..nI fUSII' Film 
a.YKlTAaIS 
* •• nn'~s." 
SDYICII 
* s.- 0T1ZIIIS IIIIIY1lHIS 
(SRMAIIA") 
* SATISIAa.IlAltAIITID 01 
'''~IACIII 
* '.S.I.A. FOOl STAMPS flAil' 
ACClPTDI 
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Sliced.,C ..... 
Roast Beef 
.. oU"".a a' . ' OIII.-l"""' _Wl aonC"'Cu.. . 
0IIIr ....... ' __ ... J,.t". 
~o..e-"" "" lb.". 
- POTAToooSALAD 
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• q COLESLAW 
i W .. QJ~~J.1...5~ ... i PL. 
: Whole Chicken : 
• ..... __ .. ' '' .... N .. ~'' . OCUCA''.... • ••• 
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Save on Famous Brands You Know and Use! 
DDITUIIES SNUG 
@ Fixodent 
=,:si'ii ~TU=l 
~ FOR A LUXURY BAnt ~ Softtqae Batb on a.MS 
PIIg& 16" Dally EswPtIen. 0ddJer 71. 1976 
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Save 40C Save 4IJC 
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Johnson's .. 
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FAST PAIN RELIEF 
Bufferin 
Tablets 
GETS THE RED OUT 
Visine 
Eye Drops 
1~. 
PLATINUM EDGE 
. Schick 
. Injector 
Student trustee says office needs -better defhntion' 
By BcmIIe Gamble 
Dally Egypdu Staff Wrlt.er 
Student representatives are the 
. ooly elected members of the SIU 
Board of Trustees but they are not 
allowed to vote. 
Rob Seely. a graduate s tudent in 
public v isual communications. 
repres ents s tudents on the 
Carbondale campus to the Board of 
Trustees. A student trustee is also 
elected for the Edwardsv ille 
campus. 
Elected in last spring's general 
elections . Seely feel s his orrice 
needs to be better defined. He says 
that is what he is attempting to do. 
Through Seely's erforts an orfice 
has been established for the student 
trustee in the Student Life offices. 
Before his term ends in May. Seely 
wants to "solidify the s ta ff and get 
an advisory board going." 
Why does Seely bother with a job 
that is not only non·pa id but also 
non-derined? ' '('ve always been 
Rob Seely 
fascinated with the concept of the 
orrice," he sa id " I knew there were 
things I could do with it. " 
Seely sees his role as an advisory 
one. He wants to c reat e a n 
exe cuti ve boa rd with re pre ' 
sentatives from student govl'rnment 
and the Graduate Student Council to 
" give me a little guidance and s~rt 
two way communications between 
myself and the student." 
Seely is the third student trustee 
since it became state law that 
university boards al trustees must 
have student representatives. 
Matthew Rich was the first student 
trustee and Forest " Rusty" Lightle 
preceded Seely. 
" I believe that there are Some 
serious problems with the student 
trustee having a vote. It might be a 
ronnict al interest. " Seely said 
Trustees are not supposed to be 
involved in internal univers ity 
matters Seely said However , Seely 
alluded to but would not discuss new 
developments which might make 
him change his mind and s upport a 
student vote. 
Two problems Seely encountered 
after he was elected were the lack of 
or ientation for the job and not 
Research and Projects announces 
application deadlines for fellowships 
Research and projects has 
an'oounced dea dlines for 
. applications to the following 
sct~~rs~r i:n~ ~~lo~~hJris~e for 
~~PI~n'~~:r_~~~~V~:nsh~u::~~et~: 
on Social Change in Latin America 
and the Carribean. . 
The American Scandi navian 
F oundation is offer ing graduate 
research grants for s tudy in 
Finla nd , Denmark. Norway a nd 
Sweden. Deadline is Jan. 5. 
The American Society of Heating 
& Refrigerating and Air · 
;~~~~~~inf~rE~\~.~~eha:r:!~:~! 
students. Application deadline is 
March l 
Deadline for women graduates 
wishing to apply to the Spencer T . 
Olin Fellowhip Program at 
Washington University. SI. Louis. is 
Feb. I. 
The B e l gian · Ameri c an Fou ndation is offering graduate 
Foundation is offering a fellowship followships to U.S. citizens for study 
fo r Ph . D. research in Be lgium . in Latin Amer ica. Application 
Student s must be proficient in deadline is Feb. I. 
French or Du tch . Deadline for Application deadline is Dec. t for 
application is Jan. 31. the student research program of the 
Deadline for fellowships from the Bureau of Education fo r the 
Natiooal Science Foundation is Dec. Handicapped. The projects focus on 
I. The program is open to seniors or educa ion of handicapped children. 
gr aduate st uden ts who have The Schizophrenia Research 
demonstrated ability and aptitude P rogram of the Benevolen t 
,for advance training in the sciences. Foundation of the Scottish Rites is 
Summer research grants are also offering doctoral dissertation 
available. fellowships for research concerning 
Deadline is Dec. t for dissertation schizophrenia. Application deadline 
~!lg:rhi~1!~~et~~c~~~~~e~! f~ is l;nii~iion deadline is Dec. I for 
behavioral sciences related to the ' the :Kssertation fellowships offered 
manpower field. to students in the humanities and 
The American Occupational social sc iences by the Japan 
Therapy Foundation is offering Foundation. 
scholarships to juniors or seniors in Further information and 
occupational therapy. Deadline fo r a pplications a re a vailable from 
application is Dec. I. Helen Vergette, Research and 
The Dohe rt y Char itable Projects , Woody Hall C210, 536-7791. 
having enough time to get used to 
the altice. 
" It takes at least a year for 
anyone to gel used to this office," 
Seely said 
Even though Seely wi ll be 
familiar with the office at the end of 
his term, he says he ~;II not run for 
the position again. He wilr be 
leaving S1 U but eve.n if he were 
staying. he wouldn' t run again. " \ 
think it's the type al office that 
needs to let as m&r\Y people ir. it' as 
possible," Seely said. 
He said the last two student 
trustees were aiticiied for doing 
nothing while in office. Seely said 
this was unfair. 1bere is much to 
do, he said. but most of it is not 
easily visible. 
Tlwmpson politicks in Peoria 
EAST PEORIA (API - James M. 
Thompson, the Republican 
candidate for governor , mixed 
American-style politics and an Old 
Wo r ld breakfas t Tuesday , 
munching 00 Lebanese bread and 
s ipping Lebanese liqueur at a 
neighborhood tavern after 
campaigning at a plant gale here. 
" You guys are going to have to 
wait because fm waiting on the 
next governor," owner Chuck 
.--- . - -- ' -
MA:>I1rll) ( lIOTll'O PI' r,oo,,~ J",l(O S. 
ST' LOlJlS. A40 • ~ PI1Oof t ! 01~f 
Anthony told patroos as he served 
Thompson. who dropped in during a 
hectic day al campaigning 'that 
included speeches in Peoria and a 
round alcampaigningwith President 
Ford 
In Peoria, 'lllOinpson hammered 
his Democratic opponent, Michael 
HowlelL for being dom inated by 
Chicago Mayor Richard J . Da ley 
and (or avoiding issues in the 
campaign. -~-
GAY 
PEOPLE'S Halloween 
UNION Conference 
friday, Oct. 29 
Registration 
12-6 p.rn. 
New life Center 
913 S. Illinois Ave. 
7 p.m.-1 a.rn. 
Mississippi River Room 
Student Center 
"ro", ... ;v. "artl •• 
. Everyone 
Saturday, Oct. 30 
Registration Utt#il noon 
Organizational Meetings 
Worlcshops 
Special Guest Speaker: 
~ 
Dr. Harris Rubin 
"'cnlc 
Mal4lueracle 8011 
•• .,I.tratlon f •• of ~5.00 
Welcomel 
"aya"" ;n advanc. ", at tlte door. 
•• .,I.trat;on f •• cov.,. adml •• lon 
to all .v.nt., and co.t of food. 
Sunday, Oct. 3 J 
Organizational Meetings 
r------- registration form --------
Nbme ________________ _ 
Are you presently a .member 
of Goy People's Union-
Carbondale? D Yes 
DNo 
I I To register in advance please mail or 
I 
I drop oH form to Gay People's UWon, 
: SGAC, 3rd R. Student Center : 
L-------regisfrotion form------- J 
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Ring of fire 
The Black Fire Dancers performed at · 
the Black Expo shO\N at the Student 
Center Ballrooms A and B Friday night. 
The show was sponsored by the Black 
Affairs Council and also featured 
singing, poetry and skits performed by 
the 19 groups in the Council. (Staff photo 
by Linda Henson) 
Garbologist believes wasteful 
lifestyles reflected in trash t-can 
By Rebacca Barroa 
News EdItor 
Eleven to twelve million dollars 
worth eX food is thrown out each 
year in Tuscon. Arizona alone, 
according to garbologist WiJliam 
Rathje, an a nthropolog ist and 
archaelogist from the University of 
Arizona. 
Rathje said garbology. the study 
eX garbage, began in 1971 in Tuscon 
and has Prov:ided researchers with 
information aboot the life styles and 
consumption eX American people 
today. 
"We are what we throwaway," 
he said to a crowd of about 100 in 
Ballroom C eX the Student Center 
Monday night 
He said studying garbage is a 
much more effective way to learn 
about the consumer habits than 
interviewing because of the direct 
evid~ garbage can. 
The University's fmdings show 
that experimenting with foods cause 
more waste, he said. He added that 
knowledge of food safety could cut 
down food waste by as much as 50 
per cent He said. for example, that 
a lot eX people throw a whole s lab of 
ch~ away rather than cut off a 
piece of mold thus creating a food 
loss . 
Rathje said Mexican-Americans 
show less food waste than Anglo-
Americans and attributed it to the 
redundancy of their meals. He said 
they were more efficie nt in 
incorperating leftovers into their 
meals than Anglo-Americans. 
Anglos experiment more with new 
food. therefore, they have more 
waste, Rathje said. 
He said the study also found that 
lower income people bought just as 
much beef as the middle class but 
used more cleansers. 
People tend not to admit all the 
products they use in interviews. He 
said Ir1 per cent or the people 
interviewed said they never tluY, 
beer . However, the "raw data' 
(garbage) showed that 50 per cent 
Health center plans meeting 
The Jackson County Me ntal 
Health Center will hold its third 
annual Health Night at 8 p.m., 
Thursday. 
The meeting will be held at the 
Newman Center at 715 S. 
Washington Ave. in Carbondale. 
The keynote speaker will be 
Harris Rubin. associate professor at 
the SIU School of Medicine. His 
topic will be "Community Attitudes 
and Their Impact On Mental 
Health." 
Harry Cecil. director of the 
Jackson County Mental Health 
Center. said the center's annual ' 
report will be presented at the 
meeting. 
Individuals from SIU and the 
mmmunity will also be honored for 
their work in mental health 
programming. Cecil said. 
The meeting is open to the public 
and will begin with a coffee and 
discussion session at 7: 30. 
Council limits Strip parking 
Parking is no longer legal on the 
west side of South Illinois Avenue 
from Main Street to Freeman 
Avenue between 9 p.m. and 7 am. 
The City Council established the 
no parking zo'!e Monday with only 
Mayor Neal Eckert dissenting. 
Carbondale Police Chief ~ge 
Kennedy told the council 20 to 24 
parking spaces will be affected. 
Re-elect 
had more than eight cans of beer 
per week and that some even used 
as much as a case and a half per 
week, he said 
He also said food waste increases 
during food shortages. During the 
beef s hortage in 1973, an incredible 
increase in beef waste occurred 
according to the study. Then in 1974, 
during the vegetable crisis, prices 
went up and so did the waste of 
vegetables . He said the same thing 
happened in 1975 with sugar. 
Tuscan has chosen as the 
escavation site, he said, because it 
is a heterogeneous community. The 
area was divided into 16 urban 
census tracts . The sanitation 
department picks up the garbage 
and brings it to the students to 
study. 
Some patterns in waste were 
apparent. Rathje pointed out 
Canned fruits and vegetables were 
wasted at one third the rate of 
frozen fruits and vegetables. Yet 
industries pour more money and 
time into the more complicated and 
expensive process of freezing. he 
said 
He said fresh fruits and 
vegetables are the biggest loss. He 
estimated the waste at $1.326,000 
per year. 
He said the average family in 
Tuscon wastes the equivalent of 
$150 a year which could be saved if 
people were more knowledgeable 
about food safety. 
....................... 
Going Away : 
To Grad School : 
Call this week : 
for my last haircuts : 
549-8222 ~' : 
IaIIJIJ ~ 
AT EILEEN"S : 
815 S. III..... : 
rzIVINCENT A. BIRCHLER 
DEMOCRATIC REPRESENTA11VE 
58th DIatrtct 
"AN OPEN DOOR REPRESENTATIVE" 
.. Outstanding R ra of Service to People 
Birchler - A 
B.S. and M.S. 
Students and is support 
in Springfield 
Keep a man whOi'aI:·tl;..-r'P<~1 
VINCE MAKES SENSE 
Cast yow vole tor Birchler Nov. 2 
This aclls paid for by the Vinca'lt A. Birchler Campaign Fund, Neil V. Birchler, Treasurer, Rt. l , Box 36 
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Menard newspaper poll_ 
· ~ates Carter over Ford 
Res id ents of the Menard 
Correct.ional ~nter. persons who 
have lost their legal right to vote. 
favor former ~gia Gov. Jimmy 
Carter for the Presidency. 
according to Jack Simpson, editor of 
the Menard Time. the prison 
newspaper. 
• About 50 per cent of the 1.996 
Menard residents participated in 
the poll conducted by the 
newspaper . Simp$Of1 said Using 
mock ballots. the residents selected 
candidates as they normally would 
have on election day. Simpson said 
Cartel' received 701 votes. more 
than triple the 232 votes received by 
President Gerald Ford . 
. In the con tes t for Ill ino is 
governor . residents favored 
secretary of State Michael HOWlett. 
Simpson said Howlett received &l2 
votes. while former .S. Atty .. 
James Thompson received 387. 
Several write -i n vo tes for 
p resid e nt included Gov . Dan 
Walker-~ Alabama Gov. George 
Wallace-21: former Minnesota Sen. 
Eugene McCarthy-l2: and Menard's 
Assistant Warden Ken McGinnis-23. 
**.** ••• ** ••••••• *.* 
State Se""',c en Buzbee . 
College Democrats Meeting 
TONIGtm I 
Guest SpeoIcer 
7 porn. 
4th floor Student Center 
**·******~**~M·_**.* 
SiJa'jiislt KeJ 
LOUKGZ 
Tonight 
IS 
ladies Night 
60~ Mixed Drink$. 
25~ Drafts 
520 E. Main. 7-11 p.m. 549-9555 
FARM FOODS 
Wed. thru Tue. SPECIALS 
"Fresh from oor Forms to Yoo" 
Grode A Extra lorge 
EGGS No Limit.7 3 Doz. 
Grode A 
FRYERS No Limit .47 Lb. 
$1.49 Gal. 
HOUSE PLANTS 
Chunk 
Potted in 4" 
Cloy Pots $1.49 
DOG FOOD 2::'b. $3.59 
( 18% Protein) • 
RABBIT PELLETS sgae.:· $3.89 
HOG FINISHER 5:a~b. $3.49 
Sportmix 
CAT FOOD ~~~. $1;39 ( 30% Protein) 
FOOD STAMPS ACCEPTED 
HOURS, 
Mon. thrv Sat. 7-fJ 
Closed Sunday 
632 E. Main 
Pnces If) 
hIS ad 9000 
'hru November 2nd 
1976. De reSCrVl' 
he rtiJh, 101111-" 
Sunday 
12 Noon · 5:30 p.m. DELMONTE 
ROUND UP 
Hun"" 
Pork Bu« 
ROAST I""~~~~ 
LB. 
Quart~ Sliced 
PORK. LOIN 
7·9 Chops 1 09 
Lb. • 
Our Own 
PORK SAUSAGE 
lb. 6~ 
.~ 
....... ,. 
~ ,'BREAD 
." W .lll1ffi""'- '.'. _ .' 1 .. ..., 
19C 
Del Monle Pineaple 49~ 
Grapefruit Juice ~~: .. 
Del Monle 39~ 
Fruit Cocktail '7 o. , •• 
Del Monle 53~ 
Sliced Peaches 19,::' 
Washinglon 
Red and Golden 
Delicious 
APPLES 
lb. 
Serve baked, boiled mashed, Of fried 
U.S. No. 1 99' 
Red Potatoes 10 'b . ..... 
Florida 
Corn 
Fine in .. I.ds 
Tomatoes 
5 1m 139" 
l~ 49~ 
Field Fully Cooked 80neleu 
SMOKED SHOULDER 
Lb. 1.29 
80neless 
HAM SUCES 
Lb. 1.99 
Wishbone 89( 
Italian Dressing ':",:~~ 
Betty Crec"e. (all) 66~ 
H'burger Helper : ; 'bo. 
I( raft 89~ 
Miracle Whip J2J'~' 
FI.vonle Seedless 89~ 
Raisins 15 0'. p, ~ ... h 
Bake wilh brown sugar, butter 19' 
Acorn Squash lb. 
FI~da 12... 79~ JUice Oranges b •• 
Blue Bell (Reg. Beef, Counlry) 
BOLOGNA 
~:~: 65~ 
Grade A 
CHICKEN BREAST 
lb. 99' 
Ragu cau) 59~ 
SpagheHi Sauce ~~:'i" 
Golden Grain 25~ 
Mac. & Cheese 7'\.::. 
Milnol 28~ 
Dairy Blend , 30, un 
Chicleen, Beef, 
Turleey - Morton 
POT PIES 
8 oz, box 
~i:a I ... ,og·, h.m~;-:: boo 79C 
Ba!"luet (assorted vaneties) SftC 
~ Dinners , 10 OL boo 7 ' 
O .. Ict. 69~ 
Hash Browns Jl o. ~. 
Hunler 
BACON 
120z. 99' 
pkg. 
Tend .. Pork 
CUBE STEAKS 
Lb. 89~ 
Comel 
Cleanser 
Scot 
Towels 
Hi-C 
(Assorted Varieties) 
FRUIT 
DRINKS 
,'.:,::  . ,4/$1 
Jum bo S;,. 5~ 
Kleenex 55' 
Facial Tissue 200 " bo o 
On~:n Rings "b • • • 5149 
Chun King Chicleen 98j 
Chow Mein 12 OL boo 
Sara Lee 
Pecan 5129 Coffee Cake . ,U~·O~ 
ROUND-UP SAVINGS AND VALUES 
II I Del Monle I Del Monte .. - Oel Mon~ Del Mon~ CUT. "'- SWEET Whole Kernel 6 CATSUP GREEN PEAS .'j~~ CORN BEANS 38 oz. bottle "- 170LCAft 17·oL Can 16oz. can 3/Sge 9ge 4/$1 00 3/SCP 
OItily EiWPfIan. 0ddIer 71, 1976. P8ge 19 
lP .' ' l JJ :( I, \' >3 'I.. ! . • ! 
, 
Presidential candidate}amie-O 
hOs refrigerator for platform 
~- . 
By Kenl~Lee Hkks 
- Student Writer 
Presidential candidate -;Jilmie-O 
the Clown says his platform is a used 
refrigerator and that he is running 
with the Seventh Party - " one for 
every night of the week _ "
James O. Stephan , an SlU 
g raduate student who works 
throughout Southern Illinois as a 
professional clown, believes he is 
the first candidate campaigning for 
the 1988 general election when " I'll 
be 37 and old enough to be elecled." 
As for his stand on the issues. 
Jamie-O doesn ' t have any . " I'm too 
involved with my campaign to make 
any decisions ," Jamie-O said 
Candidate Jamie-O became 
interested in becomi ng a clown 
when he was about eight years old . 
!etif~s~:/~~:a~~ n~~:fJc~~ 
told him that he would make a good 
clown. 
Actually, Jamie-O said , he had 
been a clown "since I was born." 
Today, as a professional clown, he 
does magic and balloon sculpturing 
and performs at children 'S birthday 
parties. 
Jamie-O said that his idea to run 
for presidenl deri ved from the 
Watergate era, however the actual 
campaign which began in August 
was rather accidental. 
" A friend of mine ran off aboul 30 
J a mil' -O for Presid en t bumper 
stickers ." People wanted the 
bumper stickers , explained Jamie-
O. 
As a candidate for the presidency, 
Jamie-O said, " 1 feel that r'm as 
good as any of the other choices." 
Dusting his twcrfoot fluorescent pink 
shoes, J amie-O said, "This is not a 
personal thing against anyone. I'm 
poking fun at the system, not at the 
candidates. " 
Jamie-O sa.id that he is attempting 
to raise a consciousness or the 
system . ''I'm not tearing it down or 
changing it." 
As Jamie-O pushed his radiant 
pink hair from his painted white 
clown face . he explained thai he 
wants Americans to be able to laugh 
at themselves . 
" I couldn't make this campaign in 
any olher country but America," 
Jamie-O said. " U anything, I'm 
Iry ing to improve political 
awareness . " 
Crowd overflow prompts query on site 
By Anne Brookll 
Student Writer 
In an effort to see Jimmy Carter, 
people crowded shoulder-shoulder 
along the s loped ground, lined the 
overpass and stood atop the parking 
garage. The overflow crowd stood 
atop cars on the garage's upper 
level, while others watched from the 
treetops. 
Across the s treet. McAndrew 
Stadium stood empty, as did the 
Arena. 
The question a rises, why was the 
"Ford, Percy campaign 
to win back GOP seats 
By Mike Robinson 
Associated Press Writer 
CHICAGO ( AP ) - With Sen. 
Charles H. Percy leading the way , 
Pres ident Ford made a pair of 
ca m paign stops Tuesday in 
cong r essional dis tr icts where 
Republicans are trying to win back 
House seats from Democrats. 
But Ford hit hard on the issue of 
jobs, saying little about the 
congressional hopefuls. 
" Too many people are out of 
work. " Ford said at Ford City 
shopping center on the South Side. 
" We re not sa tis fied with the 
progress we've made." 
Fdrd said though, that "this 
country has made a tremendous 
comeback from where we were 18 
months ago." 
The shopping center is in the 
mostly suburban 3rd District, 
where Republican Ronald Buikema, 
South Holland village attorney, is 
trying to unseat Democratic Rep. 
Mar tin Russo, who won the 
traditionally Republican seat two 
years ago. 
The crowd, heavily loaded with 
children and teenager girls, 
squealed at Ford several times as if 
he were a rock' n' roll idol. Local 
Republicans, including BUikema, 
also were on hand 
F rom there, Ford's motorcade 
rolled up the rain-splattered Tri-
State Tollway to the Northbrook 
headquarters eX Allstate Insurance 
Co. The eXfice is in the 10th District, 
where former Rep. Sam Young is 
trying to oust Abner J . Mikva, the 
Democratic incumbent. 
Young, flanked by GOP Reps. 
P hilip M. Cra ne lMd Robert 
McClory, looked on as Ford told 
employes gathered in the Allstate 
lunChroom that "the time must 
come when every young America n 
who wants to work will have a job in 
America ." 
At each stop Ford mentioned the 
U.s. sweep of the Nobel Prizes this 
year. Two of the winners, Saul 
Bellow fOf" literature and Milton 
Friedman for economics,are on the 
~~~~tb~!~~~ ~:pVf~~i~ ~~e~i~~f~~ 
noting the Jimmy Carter "says 
America isn' t respected anymore." 
After ticking off the"'various p'rizes 
won by U.S. citizens, he sa id, 'Tha t 
doesn't sound like a second-rate 
operation to me." 
F ord was met at O' Hare 
International Airport by former 
Gov. Richa rd B. Ogilivie, his Illinois 
campaign chairman. At one stop, 
Percy said "Dick Ogilvie and I 
have known him fOf" a quarter of a 
century a nd we believe him to be a 
good man and a great president." 
At Ford City, former baseball 
catcher Joe Gargiola, now a 
television announcer , introduced 
Ford. 
" I don' t know anything about 
these things, " Gargiola said "I 
don't know anything about nuclear 
power. I know one thing, I'm a Jerry 
Ford man." 
SPECIAL BRIDGE 
NICHOLSON, Pa, (AP) 
The TunkhaMock Viaduct, 
more commonly known as the 
Nicholson Bridge, has been des-
ignated a National Historic-Civ-
il F1,ngineering Landmark by 
the American Society of Civil 
Engineers_ ' 
Free FOf"um Area chosen as the si te 
for Tuesday's Jimmy Carter ra lly? 
Bob Harris, assistant director of 
ca mpus secur ity, said Carter 's 
advance man selected the area 
because Carter wanted an old-
fashioned outdoor rally. 
Other reasons were that the 
Carter advance people wanted the 
beauty of the ,rees and a place 
where c lasses would not be 
disturbed . The a rea south of 
Anthony Hall was desigl1<lted a 
fOf"um area because the acoustics 
there prevent noise from being 
carried over to the classroom 
buildings_ 
Vote For 
The Free Forum Area was chosen 
by Dan Lt.'e, a Carter advance man 
who ('arne to SI las t week to decide 
on a s ite for the rally. Harris said 
Lee did not even look a t the open 
area behind Woodv Hall because 
" he looked at the Free Forum Area 
and liked it" Harris also said 
McAIl'~rew Stadium was not used 
because of anticipated damage to 
the turf. primarily by smokers. 
The Arena was not used because, 
a~ Allan Krause, a coordinator at 
the Carter-Monda Ie headquarters 
said, Carter has been campaigning 
outdoors all over the country and 
saw no reason to change now. 
SOlljyHi-I 
Republican candidate for 
Jackson County State's Attorney 
Qualified by experience as State's 
Attorney, as full time Illinois 
Assistant Attorney General, 
as Jackson County Assistant Public 
Defender. 
The rally was patro lled by 
Universi ty, city, county and slate 
police. Harris said early Tuesday 
afternoon he had rl'Ccived about six 
com plaints of damage to cars on the 
upper level of the pa rking garage 
where people were standing on 
them . 
He said there wert: few hecklers 
and little trouble with crowd control 
except when Carter was trying to 
leave the Free Forum Area. Two 
fences , set up to form a corridor for 
Carter to get through, had to be held 
back by police and were broken in 
several places by the crowd pushing 
toward Carter. 
Restore Public Confidence in this Important Office 
Elect the Lawyer Big Enough for the Job 
Vote Tuesday November 2, 1976 
Polls open 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
Paid fa- by William H. South campaign Fund, David T. Kenney, Trea!lJrer_ 
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Supporters · at airport sound convinced 
By ...... O'Briea 
New.EctiDr. 
Any voter support problems 
,Jimmy Carter may have in 
Southern Illinois were not evident 
Tuesday morning when he brought 
his campaign to the Williamson 
(;runty Airport. 
A crowd d about 600 persons lined 
~~ p~ r~:?ts w~ 
~~~~ down about 11: 38, 38 
If Carter did not slir mass 
hysteria, the welcome was 
considerably warmer than the brisk 
53 degree air outside, 
The arrivals by plane of 
Democrats Michael Howlett, 
gubernatorial candidate, Gov, 
Daniel Walker , a nd Sen, Adlai 
Stevenson drew polite though not 
rousing a pplause, The crowd's 
greatest effOl't came when Carter 
stepped out of Peanut One, 
After g ree ting his fellow 
Democratic poli tici an., , who had 
kept the crowd warmed up with 
handshakes heforE' Ca rter arrived. 
the presidential hopeful was 
engulfed by reporters, m ost of 
whom had flooded from Peanut Two 
about five minutes before Carter 
arrived in the first Peanut 
Carter then briefly addressed the 
crowd, promising that he would 
"help" them on Jan , 20 , 
inauguration dltv, in exchange for 
their help at the polls on Nov , 2, He 
encourageo me prospective voters 
to make a "sacrificial effort" to "PI 
to the polls at a ' time when the 
country· s "strength is at stake." 
Those among the voters who had 
hoped to shake Carter's hand were 
disappointed, however, as he waved 
goodbye to the crowd and broke into 
a run to the caravan which was to 
take him to Carbondale for his noon 
appearance on campus. 
This seemed not to detract from 
LOCATES SISTER 
CANTON, Ohio (AP ) - With 
the help of two Ohio mayors, 
Aristidis Stamatis of Athens, 
Greece, finally got in touch 
with his sister, Angelica Ber-
beles. 
Stamatis, who had not seen 
Mrs. Berbeles since she left 
Greece 57 years ago, wrote a 
letter addressed to the " Honor-
able Mayor of Ohio," seekinl! 
information on his sister's 
whereabouts. 
The letter landed in the office 
of Cincinnati Mayor Bobbie 
Sterne. He noted that Canton 
was mentioned in the address 
and forwarded the letter to 
Canton Mayor Stanley Cmich. 
. Cmich passed the letter on to 
his receptionist HeJen Christ, 
who knew Mrs. BerbeJes from 
St. Haralambos Greek Ortho-
dolt Church. 
Mrs. BerbeJes said she wrote 
back to her brother inunediate-
Iy, 
Carter's support A few youngsters 
vocalized their dejection, but most 
d the crowd headed for lheeitit 
wearing a smile similiar to the one 
Carter displayed throughout his 
'lppearance. As one woman put it. 
" No I'm not disappointed, he's 
already late " 
Uoyd Dean 01 Carbondale said he 
supports Carter, because Carter is a 
Democrat Dean said he himself is a 
Democrat because "I don't know 
how you could be anything else." 
Dean said he remembers when 
Carbondale was ' ~ two 'to -one 
Republican." But its Democratic 
now, he said, " because now people 
have learned to read, and they have 
newcasts to tell them how to vote." 
Most of those interviewed before 
Carter's arrival indicated strong 
support for him. Many said they 
view the Carter campaign as a 
crusade for the worker, the poor and 
the common man. Laverne Baggett 
of Carbondale was the most 
tentat ive of those interviewed, Sh~ 
said s he had not made up her mind 
definitely but sa id ''\'ve given it a 
101 of serious thought a nd I think we 
need a cha nge - a little new 
machinery," 
If Carter support in Southern 
Illinois is nol showing in the polls, 
Dean said it is because the pollsters 
don't ca II the right people, 
"The workers are the backbone of 
the Democratic party , but when 
they take the polls they ,don' t call 
~rk:.orkers , because they're at 
TIle debates, Dean said further 
conviilced him that " Ford isn' t for 
the worker," 
"Carter told what he's for, then 
Ford told what he's for , and it 
seems to me that he (Ford) isn't for 
anything. At least Carter - knows 
what he wa nts to do," 
Omer Yetes of Goreville, who said 
he has "been in the mines for 53 
years," described himself as a 
laborer and a union man, Carter. he 
said, " talks to parts of the common 
man, Ford talks to parts of the 
uncommon man. Carter is 
superior In everything he says." 
"Any labor man who votes for 
Ford, Yetes said. "is like a rooster 
who voles for Colonel Sanders-
putlin' his head out to be chopped 
olr." 
Arma Lea Merriman. anottl:r 
Carter s upporter. said she was glad 
to see Carter come to Southf'rn 
Halloween 
Fantasy 
at 
The Thrift Shop 
108 E .-:e-n 
Houri 
., lhI.n., Sat" 9 - 3 Fri. 9 - ~ 
Quality previously owned 
cIoIhlng III i~l~ prices. 
At /(!je.'S 
Wednesday & Thursday 
nights 
Rolls 
Hardley 
Happy Hour 
4-9 -p.m . dally 
12 os. drafts 2~ 
Speedrall drlau ~ 
HOURS. LOCATEDt 
Wed. Uaru Sat. Old Bt. 13 W~t 
4 p.m.-4 a.m. 
Illinois because "it shows he's 
concerned about us," 
She sa id the charge that Carter is 
two-sided is not true. "Ford's the 
one who's two-sided," Merriman 
said "He didn't do anything till the 
convention. Now it seems like he'd 
give you his socks if you asked him 
for them. I'd teU him so if he was 
here, too," she said ' 
Carter's "Playboy" interview, 
she said, "showed he's just an 
ordinary person. That sort d thing ~rec:in<:t commiueewoman fiom 
. happens to every man if they'd just'- Energy, was ~ with her three 
be honest about it" . children who indicated their 
U Ford is elected, she said, 
"things will be the same way they 
have been in the past -no rise in 
anything. We' re in a downfall 
Carter wiU try, he's for the working 
person. Any working person who 
=~~s~::=:~~ 
• Judy Whitson, Democratic 
preference for Carter at their 
mothers insistaoce. Whitson said 
Energy will vote for Carter because 
~'it's a Poor town and they' U vole for 
a Democrat 
• "Carter's for the poor persoo-
~~~h~ '-:frinSth':' r~fie~n~ 
=p.loyment lines and back to 
Jimmy Carter greeted about 600 persons 
from his plane "Peanut One" at the 
Williamson County Airport Tuesday at 
11:38 a.m. After a brief speech to the 
crowd, Carter made his first appearance 
at 51 U, where he delivered ~ campaign 
speech in the Free Forum Area, Carter's 
plane was nearly 40 minutes behind 
schedule. (Staff photo by Peter 
Zinmerman) 
5PM TO CLOSE THURSDAY· FRIDAY· SATURDAY 
AND ALL DAY SUNDAY 
New from 
Sirloin Stockade 
-Do 
tea 
with S1ockode toast and 
-"'-.J french fries or baked po1UIo r--------, 
! 2.19 ! 
I with this coupon I L __ ~=s.!:~ __ ...I 
~la1.OIN. ~TeeICA&E --
-I : The GREAl Steakhouse' 
OPEN II AM to tt'M W_kclays - II AM to IOPM Weekenel. 
101 s. Wal 
College of . Hli~aiI( Resources': 
Dean says ·reorganization would minimize 'WlISte 
Editor's note: This .is the 
third in a series of articles 
examlni,. the 11 colleges 
and schools of the 
University. The articles take 
a look at where the colleges 
are today and at the 
problems they are facing. 
8y8lne ....... 
o.uy EIYJIdu 8UIIf Writer 
\n an attempt to strengthen the 
College of Human Resources, Dean 
Stanley Smith has submitted' to the 
Board of Trustees a proposal ror 
reorgainzation or the College. 
The reorganization plan would 
minimize waste and duplication or 
rourses that now exists within the 
College. Smith said. He added that 
the realignment would increase the 
efficency of the more than 95 raculty 
membeis within the College. 
Uncler the plan . the 11 
departments making up the college 
would be combined into rive 
divisions. Each division would be 
headed by a director and the 
departments within the division 
would b~ headed by a coordinator. 
The departments wou ld be 
divided into divisions according to 
their compatibility with other 
departments in the division. said 
Smith. who has been dean of the 
Collge since its formation in 1973. 
Other factors in the grouping of 
departments include the number of 
undergraduate and graduate 
majors in each department, the 
number or rull'time employes in the 
departments and the moneys the 
departments generate compared to 
their expenditures. 
Under the plan. Rehabilitation 
Institute and the Center for the 
Study of Crime. Delinquency and 
Corrections would each become 
divisions. 
The departments of clothing and 
textiles, design and interior design 
woold make up the Division of 
Comprehensive Planning and 
Design. 
The child and ramily, the family 
economics and management and 
the food and nutrition departments 
would rorm the Human 
Development Division. 
A flfth division would include the 
departments or social welrare, 
COOlmunity development and ethnic 
studies . Ethnic studies, is presently 
Black American studies, but 
rourses will be expanded to include 
Stanley Smith 
other ethnic groups. thus the name 
change. Smith said. 
If the plan is approved. Smith 
said. it v.~ ll strengthen the existing 
g raduat e and unde rgradua te 
programs and possibly lead to the 
deve lopme nt of other g r aduate 
programs. 
Drawing from the faculty and 
resources of the depa rtments of 
community development a nd ethnic 
st udies. th e ocial welfare 
~~~~~nc:r ~~iat;e :~II~~~ ~~~~~ 
degree. Smith said. 
Paul Denise. chairperson of the 
community deve lopm e nt 
department. sa id the realignment 
would strengthen the proposed MSW 
program without taking anything 
away from the community 
development graduate program. 
Smith had instructed the 
department heads or the_ proposed 
Comprehensive Planning and 
Design and Human Development 
divisions to develop proposals for 
divisional graduate programs. 
Smith pointed out that the 
Comprehensive Planning and 
Design divisioo graduate program 
will be easier to establish because' 
the design department previously 
had a graduate program. 
Davis Pratt, acting chairperson or 
the Design Department, predicted 
the graduate program would be 
reactivated by the end of the school 
year. 
Pratt said the Design Department 
stopped orrering the graduate 
rourses two years ago, because the 
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p.~~~~ti:~ to undergo 
A committee set UP ' by the 
department chairpersons or the 
~~=d is H~~in~ev~op~o:! 
Economics graduate program and 
will suggest modifications so that 
the program can be adapted by the 
divisim. 
Irene Payne. proCessor or rood and 
I'AItrition and a member of the 
committee, said the new divisional 
graduate program will orrer 
specializations in each or the 
existing departments. 
Payne added the new program 
would "probably increase the 
number of graduate s tudents in the 
program ." She es timated 30 
students are presently enrolled in 
the Home Econom ics g r aduate 
program. 
The Rehabilitation Institute offers 
ma ste r 's degrees in three 
specializations. Specializations 
within the department arc : 
rehabi litat ion and admi nistration. 
rehab lita tion counseling and 
behavior modification . 
Guy Renzaglia. director of the 
Rehabilitation Institute. said the 
insitiute which enrolls nearl" 200 of 
the more than :llO gradua te s tudents 
within the college has s ubmiltt'(j a 
doctora te propa;al to the Graduate 
School. He hopes it will be approved 
by Fa ll Semester. I~n. 
Renzaglia said hIS department 
has been operating under a sy tern 
simila r to the proposed divisional 
realignment for a number of yea rs. 
He s uggested the success of the 
inst itute is one or the reasons the 
College is adapting a si milar 
organizational set up. 
Renz<lglia cited the national 
recognition. high placement or 
graduates ( 95 per cent or the 
graduates find suitable jobs within 
six months after graduation> and 
the large amount of outside money 
the institute attracts as barometer.; 
of its success. 
Smith pointed out the institute 
was not combined with other 
departments in the reorganization 
because of the specia'lization 
already ofrered by the department 
and the number of faculty members 
( 22. 75), 
Similar reasons were given by 
Smith ror allowing the Center for 
the Study of Crime, Delinquency 
and Corrections to remain inlact 
and form its own division. 
Smith said both the center and the 
institute have multi-disciplinary 
faculties . 
E .H. Johnson. acting director ol 
the Center rrom June 15 until Oct. I, 
said plans are underway within the 
Center for the addition of new 
undergraduate courses and changes 
in the graduate program. 
Lawrence A. Bennett. became the 
• new director of the Center effective 
Oct. l Bennett rormerly was chier 
of the reselIn:h division of the 
California Department or 
Corrections. 
Ir realignment becomes a reality, 
Smith said. the College "will be able 
to more eHicently utilize the 
positions v.~thin the College and at 
lhe sam time be conducive to 
quality edL'{:atim. • 
• " One of the rationale ror the 
reorganizaiioo is that the College 
will be abl .. to operate within its 
present budget. " the dean said. The 
College operates under a budget of 
approximately $2.5 million. 
AnOther advantage cited by Smith 
was the increased opportunity ror 
expanded tailoratory and rteld work 
for the more than 1,100 students 
enrolled in the College. 
Claudia Sinclair, a sophomore in dothing and 
tex1i1es, sews one project while Willie Harris, a 
senior in clothing and tex1i1es, ~ away on 
another. (Staff photo by Peter Zimmerman) 
Alan cary, a junior In food and nUtrition, measures 
sugar for a cake. (Staff photo by Peter Zimmerman) 
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The SGAC viedeo program "Video Implosion" will be 
aired at 6: 30 and 8 p.m. Wednesday on Cable TV Channel 
7. The program is a satire on local politics and the 
" random" selection of the Homecoming Kin~ and Queen. 
A health education picnic sponsored by E ta Sigma 
Gamma, the national health honorary society, will be held 
Saturday at Giant City State Park. The picnic is for all 
health education undergraduates, special majors, 
graduate s tudents and faculty . 
The Department of Physics and Astronomy will hold an 
informal physics seminar at 4 p.m. Wednes<lay in ' ,'Ckers 
Room 410. The topic of the seminar will be " Some Ideas 
about Laser Plasma Interactions." 
The Department of Chemistry and Biochemis try will 
hold a Halloween party at 4 p.m. Thursday in Neckers 
Room C224. No one will be admitted without a mask. 
The SIU Advertising Club will hold an organizational 
meeting at 7 p.m. Thursday in the Communications 
Lounge. For further information contact F.T. Marquez at 
the School of Journalism, 536-3361. 
The Student Bar Association is sponsoring a n 
appearance by Will iam Ridgeway and Bill Green. 
candidates for Circuit Judge. at noon Thursday in the Law 
School Lounge. The meeting is open to the public. 
The College Democrats will hold a meeting at 7 p.m. 
Wednesday on the fourth floor on the Student Center. The 
guest speaker will be Illinois Sen. Ken Buzbee. 
John Kinnison has been elected president of the SIU-C 
chapter of the Music Educators National Conference for 
the current academic year. Also elected were Mike 
Ebersohl as vice-president and Barbara Smith as 
secretary. 
John Wot iz. professor of chemistry and Harry Denzel of 
Uni versi ty Libral)' Services were the winners this month 
at the Oakdale Bridge Club. The bridge cl ub meets at 7: 30 
p.m. on Tuesdays at the Oakda le House on North Oakland. 
For further information cont act Harold Emmc at 549-1934. 
All President's Scholars are invited to attend a met'ting 
with Dean of Academic Studies Clifford Harper 
Wednesday at 9 p.m. in the lounge area of Smith Ha ll at 
Thompson Poi nt. 
Professors choose AFT 
as bargaining' union 
By Barry Hanson 
Associaled Press Writer 
SPRINGFIELD ' AP) - A unit of 
the American F ederation of 
Teachers has been selected as the 
rlrst collective bargaining union to 
represent faculty memhe rs at 
Illinois four-year universities . it 
was announced Monday. 
In an election among more than 
1, 700 faculty members at the fivt' 
universities under the Board of 
Governors. the AFT received 1,068 
votes, according to Cyrus 
Alexander. head of the stale Offier 
of Collective Bargaining and 
administrator of the election. 
Another union. the American 
Association of University 
Professors r~eived 464 votes. and 
93 faculty members cast ba llots 
indicating they preferred neither. 
The schools under lhe Board of 
Governors a re Chi cago State 
University. Eas tern Illinois 
University at Charleston. 
Governor's Slate University a t Pa rk 
Forest South. Northeastern Illinois 
University at Chicago a nd Western 
Illinois UniverSity at Macomb. 
The elect ion represented the first 
time that faculty member~at state 
universities have picked a union to 
represent them . 
By TImatlty Harper 
Aaoda&ed Press Writer 
MADISON, Wis. (API- Theodore 
Bernstein, an electrical engineering 
professor , doubles as an after-
dinner speaker. His topic: lhe 
electric chair, its origin. history and 
use. 
" There were a number of botched 
hangings in ew York in the 1800's. 
and people be~an to look for 
something bet leI'. ' the University of 
Wisconsin professor relates. 
" They thought of shooting. the 
garrotte. the guillotine and other 
things but they were all too messy. 
They thought of letha I injections but 
no doctors would do it. " 
Then. with the ri se in the 
popularity of electricity , people 
began being accidentally 
electrocuted and it seemed quick 
and easy. 
" There was a big political thing 
over how legal electrocutions should 
be dooe between 'I'hoolas Edisoo 
and George Westinghouse," says 
Bernstein. " Edison was against 
capital punishment but said if it was 
done it should be done with 
Westinghouse's alternating current 
because it was more dangerous." 
Westinghouse was against 
electrocutions with either system. 
his AC or Edison 's- DC direct 
current. Bernstein says. 
" There was no word for 
electrocution at the time, and 
Edison wanted it to be called 
Westinghousing," he reports . . 
Bernstein gives his lectures 
several times a year to engineering 
groups and university seminars. His 
main interest is electrical and 
lighting safety. but he . began 
studying the electric chair because 
people in bis audiences continually 
asked about it. 
He 1I()(ed, however, that some 
peopie walk out of the lecture 
because of the subjec . 
Indeed. Bl!rnstein himself is 
beginning to find the subject 
discouraging now that a Supreme 
Court ruling has reopened the way 
for use of the electric chair. 
" I am very much opposed to 
capital .1Iunishment for personal 
reasons, he says. "If they start 
executions again, I will probably 
stop my talks. It wouldn't be 
interesting any more. It used to be 
~ s h!~~:~!~"!ca~ho!~~ " flOW 
Bernstein credits a Buffa lo 
dentist , A. P . "Old Spark" 
Southwick, with spreading the word 
of the electric chair and calls him 
" the father of the legal 
electrocution. .. 
Expert says new bank system 
In need of privacy safeguards 
The first legal electric executioo 
was in 1890 when a New York fruit 
peddler was electrocuted for killing 
his girl friend while both were 
drunk, Bernstein says. 
In all , Bernstein says, 4,310 
persons. incluaing 21 women, have 
been put to death in the electric 
chair. WASHINGTON ( API - Privacy 
safeguards should be strengthened 
before banks begin widespread use 
of computerized payment systems 
replacing cas h a nd checks. 
witnesses told a new government 
commission today. 
Alan F. West O:l of Columbia 
Unive rsity said the elect ronic 
syste ms wi ll require taws 
forbidding use of financial records 
ex(.'ept for purpa;es a uthor ized by 
the subject. Use of the computerized 
systems. now in effect in some 
areas. is expected to become 
widespread within 'a few years. 
Weston. an expert on privacy, told 
the opening hearing of the ational 
Commiss ion 00 Electronic Funds 
Transfers that the systems could 
a llow "unllrecedented feats of 
surveillance' over citizens. 
The commission was established 
to ma ke recommendations on new 
laws lhat may be needed to adjust to 
e lectro nic fina ncial svs tems. 
Experts predict that lhe automated 
networks will la rgely reptaer the 
present paper-based system of cash 
and checks in coming yea rs. 
to 
the 
Sale 
at 
DIENER 
STEREO 
He says many peop le are 
fascinated by the electric chair. but 
he still has no answer for those who 
ask whether it really hurts or not.. 
" There's no way. to know," he 
says. 
Thurs. Night Oct. 28 Only 8 p.m. to 12 p.m. 
240 MINUTE SALEI 
Featuring 240 Units At Below Rock Bottom Prices! 
( Sorry, we are not permiHed to g~e prices over the phOne) 
Wi will clo •• at 5 p.m. Thuuday 
and r.-op.n at 1:00 with our low, low pric~. 
Quantities Limited On Some Items. 
NO SALES TO DEALERS 
nus. nite from 8 p.in.- 12 p.m 
DIENER 
STEREO 
715 S. University 
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One Day-l0 cents per word, 
minimum '1.50. 
Two Days-9 cents per word, per 
day. 
Three or Four Days-' cents per 
word, per day. 
Five thru nine days-7 cents per 
word, per day. 
Ten thnl Nineteen Days~ cents 
per word, per day. 
Twenty or More Days-5 cents 
per word, per day. 
IS Word Mlalmam 
Any ad which is changed in any 
manner or cancelled will revert to 
the rate applicable for the number 
c:l insertions it appears. There will 
also be an additional charge of $1.00 
to cover the cost of the necessary 
paperwork. 
Classified advertising must be 
paid in advance except for those 
accounts with established credit 
Repart EmIrs At 0Dce 
Check your ad the first issue it 
appears and notify us immediately 
if there is an error. Each ad is 
carefully proofread but errors can 
still occur. We will correct the ad 
and run it an additional day if 
notified. Beyond this the 
responsibility is yours. 
FOR SALE 
Automoti yeS 
1971 FIREBIRD SILVE R with 
~l~.c~x~~r~n:o~on~ut~~~i80. ~7: 
2415after 5:00 p.m . 7369Aa49 
'74 CAPRI. BROWN exterior and 
black interior . Craig am · [m 
~~~~~~·~il~.'t~.r9a:a:~528 
7421Aa5O 
FIAT 128, 1973 . Excellent 
condition. Phone Herrin, 942· 4781. 
7409Aa51 
1969 OPEL KADETT. MUST sell. 
Best orrer . CaU 549-5229 after 5 
p.m . 7422Aa48 
~~~~n '~7t~di~~~~~~Tsa~~~~se 
Yard, 1212 N. 20th Stret:t , Mur· 
physboro. tIII7-1061. B1243Ab58C 
TUNE liS SPEdAt 
II c;yt..--S23.30 
II cyt. a.oo 
Includes plugs, points, cxrd!nsor; 
adlusl .limlrg, carllurrator. 
DCWS VEACH 
RI. 51 So., ca.-bcnIale 
5019-9516 
Prices good unlil 
'Jet. :J), '76. Price 
app4 Ie '" masl 
American made cars. 
ACE AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE -
Home oC Dr. Wrenc.h and Igor. 
~i~\~:~t. 4'r7~f7~~nic~7JIA~ 
VW SERVICE . Mmn types VW 
repair . s pecializinl! in e ng ine 
repair~ .. Abe ' s VW Service. 
CarterVi lle . 985-6635. B7242Ab58C 
Motorcycles 
HONDA 750 72 ' . Will trade 10" over 
stoc k , [or stock front end tubes . 
Gary 457·5905. 7451Ac5O 
650 BSA . 1970 STOCK. $900.00 5-19-
0408 7227 Ac52 
1976 HARLEY DAVIDSON 
SUPERGLIDE FXE. 1200 actual 
mi les . Excellent condition. $3000. 
724-4172 after 6 p .m . 7370Ac48 
1971 HONDA 350. Bitch and roll 
bars . $450 or best orrer . 1974 
Yamaha 250. runs good $175 or best 
orrer . Call 457·3195. 7445Ac5O 
Mobile Hom~ 
TWO BEDROOM TRAILER 
contract [or sa le . $150 mo. Water 
Cree. immediate occupancy. 536-
t747. 7437Ae~ 
Mi~ellaneous 
BUY AND SELL new and used 
wheelchairs and accessories . 
Stonebead Wheelchair Service 905 
W. ' Cherry, Carbondale. 549-6522. 
B7061AC48C 
/" 
1966 PLYMOUTH. S3OO. Call 549-
4962 before 10 :00 a .m . or between 6 
and 7 p.m . 7403Aa55 GR ANNIE AFGHAN [or sale. 
1974 RANCHERO G.T. NEW aCx , ~~~e reasonable . Call ph~~~A54~ 
lrans{ brakes. Have to pal tuition . ~~~m 5:00 p.m . to I 7~7Ka~:i G.W. PLASTER CRAFTS. 708 S. 
~4~~tlela~a~i, O~'a~~s P~~eq~:~-. 
'69 VOLKSWAGEN VAN. good P h r-: 
di ' C ed $ 600 besl pa ints. stat ues , finis eo or lIiI ' ~~r.~°a1i 54;'~. . 1 7~Aa51 finished . 7083AffiO 
1971 INTERNATIONAL 
;:: X;:~hrJ~~i,n~tcr.Ck~:r 
steering and brakes , air . rs.OOO 
miles. 684-4280. 7425AaSl 
1967 FORD STATION WAGON ac, 
I:tt:~·,f~u~~~~i~':tC .ne~lt~~ 
5513 or after 5:30 687-3674. 
7444Aa49 
1967 VW SQUAREBACK, original 
ownew , low mileage, excenent 
condition. Extras. $650. 684- 2596. 
7430AaSO 
Parts & Services 
FREE 
Grease Job 
with 
oil & filter 
change. 
Don's V..:h 
Hwy 51 So.. C'd_ 
se.9518 
TYPEWRITERS , SCM ELEC-
TRICS. new and used . Irwin 
Typewr iter Exchange , 1101 N. 
~t~~~a~~.~~~~penB7~~'lm-C 
~~nJi~i~~. ~~J-~~ b~~i o'reor~ 
Fender Mustang with case , $100. 
See John. Communications 1247 
after5:00p.m . 7428Af48 
MISS KITTY'S GOOD . used 
~li~~~~p t~~W mJ'~i.C~~at~J~! 
miles f. 0rtheast of Carbondale. 
~~~~ ~4~f.st. IL. O~~~~~C 
INSTANT CASH FOR albums and 
wrg.~~l~n~~~~b a~~~f!C;d 
tape ; 25 per cent of cover price for 
R~~fs~~~~16Wuxtry, 7~~A&i 
Electronics 
PIONEER PL-I2D TURNTABLE 
with Shure M93E cartridge, $90.00. 
Call 549-7083 after 5 p.m . 7420Ag49 
GUARANTEED LOWEST 
PRICES on !be largest seJection of 
~~~n~ura~~ ~~'t.~-~ 
12. S-S. 10 .. !t Campus Audio. 
7375Ag66C 
Page :lA, Daily Egyptian, Odtlber tl, 1976 
Pets 
OLD. ENGLISH SHEEPDOG l:ere::e=.· 684--3732 _aft~u~ 
Me P\.FAES 
NON AVAILABLE! 
comes . DIII .... ,1en . Pug . _~ . 
Sber .... "'-"ky · MoI_ - lJ\asa"""' . 
S!l ;h Tlu . ~I • BNg~ • ClecI1shuf1d • 
~ • Spr;11OO" Spaniel -KoesIlc:nj 
Schnaul..- . St . l!emrd . Alr-da~ """ 
many orhers.. . 
PET BOARDING SUPPLIES 
GROOMING sruo SERVICE 
C>r'O!r X-mas ~now! 
WILDWOOD KEN£LS 
RI. II SOuth 
(A' , m i tes from C'dale) 
()pen OOUy "...",.S6-J6118 
~o9n~l'e~I~~(1i aIl31cces~0~i~~~~d 
assorted £ish . Diatron filter. 
ori!,! inal cost , $360.00. Will sell Cor 
SI25.00.00or best orrer. 457· 5943. 
7385Ah-I8 
DOBERMAN PUPPIES , AKC' 
reg .. shots , papers . black and rust. 
Beauliful dogs. SIOO. Connie. 5-19-
00 18. 741lAM9 
Bicycles 
BICYCLES 
Sd1winn 
Noldlecane 
Peugeot 
Over 100 Bicycles in stock. 
NOST REPAIRS COMPLETED 
WITHIN 24 HOURS 
Southern Illinois 
Bicycle 
Open 1~5, NIon-Sat 
106 N. lliloois Ave. 
5oI9-n2J 
(next 10 C'dille NaI'I Bank) 
Books 
FANTASY POSTERS & 
PRINTS, LATEST 
UNDERGROUND COMICS 
CONAN PAPERBACKS 
OLD COMIC BOOKS 
FANTASY SHOPPE 
:llS N. MARKET, MARION 
Sporting Goods 
COVINGTON'S TAXIDERMY, 
CARBONDALE. Professionals. 
Cast. reliable service on fish . birds. 
:~N~m~als. Re!lSOna~m~~c 
Musical 
S AZZY PRACT ICE 
AMPLIFIER . mighty 12-i nch 
speaker . Reverb. tremolo. etc .. 
$60. 867-2248. Leall.e number. 
~ 7417AnSi 
FOR RENT 
Apartments 
FURNISHED APARTMENT 
AVAILALBE immediately, 3 
blocks from campus and 
downtown. 1 bedroom. kitchen full 
bath. living room. Must 'sell 
contract now. Call- Harry at 549-
2046. 7391Ba48 
Mobile Home 
10xSO TWO BEDROOM mobile 
borne. anchored , underpinned . 
thick carpet throughout, good 
view, no pets. 457-5266. 7423Bc49 
MOIllE HOME LOTS 
$3O/manth 
1st 2 months FREE 
EFFICIENCY APT. 
fumished NC 
$105 month 
ROYAL fENTALS 
549-0541 or 457-.4422 
FOR RENT : MOBILE- hornell. 
12x52. Phone 54!Hi423. B7339Bc52 
MOBILE HOME. FRONT and rear 
bedroom. Curnished. underpinned ~~~al a~c~~p~atec-h~r~e~. f~t~ 
Reference required, no pets. S200 
per month . Carbondale Mobile 
Home Park. Route 5t . B7-146Bc50 
Rooms 
Roommates 
NEED I PERSON TO s hare 3 
person a pt. Own room and bath. 
Ca ll 5-19 -1339 [or In[ormation . 
739·me48 ' 
Wanted To Rent 
FEMALE GRAD STUDE T 'neens 
rntwg~~~~d~l~ou~~~ a~t/o ~rJ 
December or interested in 
housesitting . ~ I ail to Box 4. Daily 
Egyptian. 7379848 
HELP W l\NTED 
DELIVERY MAN WANTED. Must 
~~~frg,~ ~~: p:rfpflz~~ t~~~~~8 
STUDENT WORKER TO assist in 
maintenance and operation oC 
audio-vis ual presentations . 
Mechanical aptitude and 
~~~~:r~y ~~thJ~~s r~~~~~'a~~ 
current Aci¥ form on file and have 
valid drivers' license . Ca ll Chuck 
Knuth at 453-2488. B7438C50 
ADDRESSERS WANTED IM-
MEDIATEL Y! Work at home - no 
experience neceSsary - excellent 
pay. Write American Service, 6950 
Wayzata Blvd., Suite 132, Min-
neapolis, MN. 55426. 704OC48 
CONSCIENTIOuS YOUi';G MEN 
and women who are interested in 
bettering mankind. Potential for 
great personal fulfillment. Living. 
fraveh:;j and medical e~nses 
~.rovid . Call 800-972-5781 7~'6':i 
~~J~~~.?~~~T ~;~~T.! 
Federal Funding Agency thai 
supports Pubhc programs 
bnnging the adult non·school 
pubUc together with humanists in 
consideration of public policy 
~su~;;m ~~OiSen:~~~ i~~eCr~it~§ 
in seekin'g funJing, eXPlairii~ 
~~~m:ixI-=ti'm i~v!r'uftlon . 
Ph.D. or post M.{ in Humanities, 
interest In commlDlity education. 
skill in dealinf with d!ublic 
~~~~·Phil~~~~:hept. , &Ul:~ 
536-6641. 7368C48 
ENTERTAINMENT WANTED : 
guitar, folk singers. Phone 549-0259 
[0 a .m . ' 6 p.m . B7295C60C 
SER'-ICES 
S1'troE T 'PAPERS. THESES. 
books typed . Highest quality, 
guaranteeano' errors. plus Xerox 
and printing service. Author' s 
Office. next to Plaza GriU. 549-6931. 
B7245E58C 
TYPING ON IBM Selectric . . 65c a 
page. Copy 0~81:! x 11 whitt bond 
paper . . 7c. per copy. Quality oCCset 
~~n~~~crusCtO~~hinoJkBu~~5B~e 
Laundromat. P e.r Cectly Clear 
Printers. Ph. 549-1874 or 549-4851. 
7268E58 
ARBONDALE 
B7413E5O 
THES~S , DISSERTATIONS 
RES MES , typing . Xerox . and 
multiJith services. Town.Gown--
~;~nd~f~.n4t~flil~I8 ~~~s\;n. 
ST ' DE T PAPERS . DISSER· 
TATIONS. theses. etc .. guaranteed 
no errors. IBM cop~ service. The 
OHice.609W. Main . 5-19- 3512. 
i229E57 
TYPI G · EXPERIENCED WITH 
all formats . Theses . dissertations 
~f~1;~~i:~jBM S~~~:i 
FALL ROTOTILLING. reasonable 
ra tes . aCter 5457-7207. 7427E5O 
ACADEM I C RESEARCH 
PAPERS. Thousands on file . Send 
~~·~I~o;. y~~32~~-S:~~ ~~~. ~r~~r 
206H. Los Angeles . CA 90025. (213 )· 
4n-1HR 6656E92 
NEED AN ABORTION? 
Call Us ' 
ANO TO HELP you THQOUCH T..,1 5 
EXPER IENCE WE GI E you COM 
PlETE CO U NSELING O F "N V 
DU RA n BEFORE A.N O AF TER THE 
P Q E OURE 
BECAUS E WE CAR E 
Call collect 314-99H)50S 
or toll free 
800-327-9880 
WANT TYPING TO do. 549- 4370. 
B7241E57C 
TRANSACTIO AL ANALYSIS 
AS KLEPIEION presents an 
ongoing TA Study Group starting 
Ocl. 28 at4 : ~:30. Nov. 3and 5 TA 
seminars at 7 :30. Nov 6 and 7 
Persu.i31 Growth Marathon. CaU 
457-U14 anytime. 7315E55 
QUICK COpy SERVICE. theses, 
dissertations, term pa~ers . let -
~~~r'~Pi!~. 8~ ~rl ~J~ ~~~I 
size and colors availa~le. Typing 
.65c pet' page and up. 1195 E: 
Walnut. lusl behind Busy Bee 
Laundry. Perfectly Clear Pnnters. 
549·1874 or 549-4851. 7290E60 
QUICK, tIGH QUAUTY 
OFFSET PRINTED COPIES 
o-right ServIce 
AYIIiIIIbIe 
Cast as low as 1.25 ! 
per <XIPY - 1000 quantify 
fn:m ale original. 100 
CXlPies for s.c. 500 for 
$8.35. Choice of 
several paper styles 
and colors. 
ALSO AVAlLABLE 
THESES 8nd 
DtSSERTAOONS 
CXlPied a1 dean while 
~ .!b. paper a1 bdId 
CXlPier. 
Neefs GraliJale' SctIooI 
requirer:nen1s. 
~ ... 
JIFFY PRINT 
-«l3 South Illinois 
4Sl-nJ2_ 
WANTED : NEW OR used 110.110 
Conibear traps. Call Dave after 6 
p.m . 453-4249. 7449F51 
wkiTED TO BUY MGA rear axil 
1962 or earlier. Call 54H342. ask 
for DarreD. 7448FSO 
TAKE OYER CONTRACT for 
trailer at Chateau ApI. No. 17 on 
:~np~~: ~~~:~. I,~~~!~ 
ARE YOU CREATIVE? WiJlingto 
put in time to do 5Omethin~ for The 
~~~:~~~en~~~iivm~s c~uudneci: 
~~;\~) ~~esnr~Y'~~:3ie\~~d~ 
campus . We need volunteers to 
help with programs in the Student 
Center . with lectures and Free 
School. We thrive on your in~t. 
~f~~~tiIT~~~~t~a~e.,rr2~ier~ 
SGAC. 87346F62C 
ALBUMS AND TAPES WANTED. 
~~inM~~s~ecr~~ t~s~:n'ttrYca~ 
~y~:nt °J4t~5~lrrf~~sc p~~~~~: 
Popular rock. jazz or blues.7286Ff8 
USED PRESSURE GAUGE for a 
~~~~i~iO~a~~il :r.u9~\~~ i~44~~1 
WANTED : FAIRLY NEW or used 
fiddle . Also . som eone to give 
:~~r:;t~~~~ner who 's ~~~~ 
wn 
GOLD RING . PULLIAM pool 
locker room. Great sentimental 
value; Generous reward. NO 
questIOns asked . Call Mary 549· 
0287. 7404G49 
RED BONE HOUND AND Lab . 
Brown·black streaks . Black 
muzzle and tail. 5 mos. Dude. Gary 
457·5905. . 7452G5O 
LONGHAIRED , BLACK 
FEMALE cat , 10·18·76 in 
University Heights area . Name : 
k~~~~~o&regnant. Ri~6~ 
(ANNOUN£EMENTS ] 
MAGA 
MUSE .... SHOP 
ART REPRODUCTIONS 
JEWELRY · PLANTS· 'TOYS 
CARDS· GI FTS 
HOURS M-F lG-4 
FANER NORTH 
ONE OF THE largest selections of 
DeW and used furruture in Southern 
minois . Bill. discount on all 
merchandise In store. One of the 
~~1.:~t j:~:fg~n~o~e av~~~r"ot~~ 
=~~~kba=.er!~~ !~~~ 
:J:r.:1~g lfk~~~~~ ~t1e,m~ 
~ freeze, electric stove. anliQl!e 
dressers walnut. Winter's Bargain 
House . 309 W. Market . Manon. 
mioois. 7419.151 
GIFT ITEMS FOR Christmas· 
college students save now . 40 per 
cent of(' Write for free catal0i;: 
:'i41~oX 352. Kansas Cit~4~ 
YOTE FOR DECRIMINAL-
IZATION of m.arijuana. EI~t 
~~:=~i~trcl~g~.o~~ 
fOR WHAT'S HAPPENING on 
~Ik~v~~i-a~ = e::S~ bome-coming. 
B7351JGC 
THE BEST PLACE to-sell ~our 
fa~~. ~~'f.I~~ket.~~ Fo'rd's first East Europea~ remark 
(,-_A_U_~;....TI_~_EN_S~=&;...;.._) wa~,~,im~~.t, ~~~~~ p~!.~u ~~u~~~~~!!umt~ . 
. Sludenl Writer . . be 0{ the same general opinioo as States. 
THE SPIDER WEB : Buy and sell 
used furniture and antiques . 5 
miles south on 51. 549-1782. 
B7363K62C 
4'·5' FIG TREES. 16" nurfv Boston 
ferns , 24"·30" Selloum 
Philadendron, 3' ScheHera . 2'·3' 
Fan Palms, any for $9.95 ; 2 for 
$17.76. Excellent quality nursery 
stock all in 4 Ral. pots. Properly 
cared for . No junk . 997·2879. 
( RIDERS WANTED 
7426K5O 
) 
THE GREAT TRAIN Robbery . 
Round trip to Chicago, every week· 
end, $25. 549-5798 or Plaza Records . 
Sorry, no checks. 7355P64C 
You can find 
most anything 
in the 
DE 
C/assifieds 
TRY AN AD IN THE 
D.E. 
CL.ASSIFIEDS 
536-3311 
Presl(ient Ford was correct In ~IS herself. She believes that most _ She will return to Poland to teach 
s tatement that there IS no Soviet Americans and ci':iZens of Eastern chemistry at the Technical, 
domm~lton of Ea.stern ~urope. E~n .extraCll(ln have .many University of Wrodaw . Sbe had 
acco~dmg to Elzbleta Izblcka . a mlSCOOCeptloos 0{ what IS gOllIg on studied music before entering 
graduate .student from Polan~ and a in that part 0{ the world today. • college and has a B.S. in biology and 
CommuDlst Party member In that " Eastern European immigrants bio·chemistry with a M.S. in bio· 
country. . to America have lost track of chemistry . DUrl~g the second debate With reality ," she said. The era of Soviet She said the United States is 
Jimmy C.~rter , Gerald Fo.pd domina.tion characterized 30 years diHerent (rom European coWltries 
declared there IS no Scovlet ago under Stalin ' s rule which she because of tile emphaSis Americans 
domination of ~stern Europe, and refer red to as " iron hand and put on materialism at the expense of 
there never . wll,l. be under a Ford disasterous." is no longer relevant. interpersonal relationships . "I will. 
AdminIstration. ' "The Stalinist period is a thing of the never accept the American way of ha~dth~~~~~trnce~it~~;t~~:e~~ past." she added. life: Its a continuous ~ for mooe~ 
defend clarify and redefine his What happened in Hungary in 1956 Wt!::Ch .:Iy dehumarules people. controv~rsial remarks. and Czechoslovakia in 1968 could s sal . 
Izbicka . 25, a doctoral ...candidate never happen in . Poland tod.a~ . The Eastern European coWltries 
in chemistry who has lived in the accordmg to Izblcka . The CIVil have fewer consumer goods and 
United States for the past year said dlsturbance~ In Poland several may be a little backward by Western 
the Soviet Union dominates Poland years ago which led to a cha~e In standards. but they do not have the ~~n E~S:~n~~Jo~a::aiJo~i:~~: ~~~~~~'f~en:a~~~e .tr:::~iV;!ritict;;; W~tt.i:i~~bk::,ployment of the 
West Germany and Western problems. she said. She added that her American 
Europe . The ties are more economic " In 1968. Dubcek was too idealistic experience has been valuable. 
and cultural in nature . she said. and not very practical ." she said. because of the importance of having 
" I would agree with Ford' s referring to the Czech leader who a free exchange of people and ideas 
s tatement. " said Izbicka . who was ousted after Russian tanks were between nations. She expressed the 
believes the President was forced to used to restore a more compatible hope that her generation will be able 
redefine his remarks for fear of government in Prague. to reduce the barriers and to 
losinR popularity in an electiofl year . Izbicka has traveled throughout promote better understanding in the 
[zbicka said the other seven, Eastern Dtrope and Russia as well world . 
.:.:.;.;.;.:.;.;:':':';':-: ':':::::::::::::::::::::::::::;::::.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:::.:::.:.;.:.: ... :: .. :....... : ... : .... :.: : ... : ... . ......... : .. :;: ........ ;.:.;.:.:.:.:.;.:.: .. :::.:.: ... :.:.:::.:.: ... :.:.:.:.:.:.;.: .... ... ::.: ..... ;.:: 
WSIU-TV&FM 
:.::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::.:.: .:.:.:.::: .:.:::::::::::::::::::::::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:'.:::::::::::::::'::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::' 
The following programs are 
scheduled for Wednesday on WSlU· 
TV . channel 8 and WUSI·TV . 
channel 16 : 8:30 a.m.- The Morning 
Report : 8:50 a .m .- Instructional 
Programming : 10 a .m .- The 
Electric Company ; 10 :30 a .m .-
Instructional Programming ; 11 :30 
a.m.-Sesame Street ; 12 :30 p.m.-
The Afternoon Report ; 12:50 p.m.-
Instructional Programming ; 3:30 
p.m .- Misterogers Neighborhood ; 4 
p.m.-Sesame Street ; 5 p.m.- The 
Evening Report ; 5:30 p .m .- The 
Electric Company ; 6 p.m.- Zoom ; 
6:30 p.m. - Black Demensions ; 7 
p.m.- An Eames Celebration ; 8:30 
p.m .- Ourstory, " The Peach 
Gang ;" 9 p.m .-Masterpiece 
Theater : Madame Bovary. "Lost 
Love;" 10 p.m.-Movie. "Summer 
Interlude ; " 
The following programs are 
scheduled for Wednesday on WSUI· 
FM. stereo 92 : 6 a .m .- Today·s The 
Day ; 9 p.m.- Take A Music Break ; 
11 a .m.-opus Eleven ; noon- Radio 
Reader •. 'One Day At Kittyhawk ;" 
12 :30 p.m.- WSIU News ; 1 p.m.-
Afternoon Concert ; 4 p.m .-AII 
Things Considered ; 5:30 p.m .-
Music In The Air ; 6:30 p.m.- WSIU 
News ; 7 p.m.- Guest Of Southern ; 
WIDB 
Th_e following programs are 
scheduled for Wednesday ori 
wmB radio. stereo 104 on cable FM. 
600 AM on campus : 7:30 a .m.-Job 
Clearinghouse ; 10 a .m.-Earth 
News ; 1 p.m.- Job Clearingbouse ; 4 
p.m.-Earth News. featured artist . 
~~~~geN~tt ~~d;p.5~~M1DB 
Sports; 7 p.m.-Contact; \I p.m.-
Job Clearing.house . 
7: 15 p.m .- Today ·s Women ; 7:30 
p.m.-Conversations· At Chicago ; 8 
p . m . - Chicago Symphony 
Orchestra ; 10 p.m.-The Podium ; 
10 :30 a .m.- WSIU News ; 1\ p.m .-
Nightsong ; 2 a .m .-Nightwatch. 
requests call 453-4343. 
'Daily 'Egyptian 
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Friend or foe? 
This sign which rose out of the crowd at the Carter 
rally Tuesday in the Free Forum Area, was prbbably 
an uncomfortable reminder td the candidate of that 
0CfW famous interview with "Playboy" magazine. 
Kremlin leaders retain 
their Politburo positions 
MOSCOW <API-The likelihood of 
a Kremlin shakeup faded Tuesday 
as a two-day meeting of the 
Communist party's Central 
Committee ended with the nation 's 
aging leaders all retaining their 
powerful Politburo posts . 
Before the meeting. rumors had 
circulated that Premier Alexei N. 
Kosygin , 72 , might be nearing the 
end of his career. Kosygin has been 
~~f~e~i~ ~;Il~;! d~Ot~ ~:;] 
reaPP"-<lring earlier this month . 
A Moscow radio communique at 
the end of the year's second 
committee session announced no 
~:~t~~si,n at~:r:g~~~b~f:~eWt~o~: 
years in age, control party and state 
po~~y second-level personnel 
changes were announced : the 
election of a new Central Committee 
secretary, raising the number to 11 . . 
and the elevation of three candidate 
members to full membership in the 
28(}.member Central Committee. 
The committee meeting is to be 
followed on Wednesday by the 1976 
session of the Soviet parliament. 
known as the Supreme Soviet , which 
technically could bring changes in 
So;:tt ~~v~~rntc~!~~~s'in the 
leadership were expected to come 
following the lack of a party 
announcement on Tuesday . And no 
visible steps were expected to be 
taken toward solving succession 
problems as Soviet leade rs grow 
older . 
"Nothing has changed. " one 
Western diplomat commented at the 
conclusion of Tuesday 's closed 
session . " As for succession. they're 
no closer than they were before." 
Communist party general 
secretary Leonid I. Brezhnev. who 
will be iO in December. made a 
10.000-word speech to the Central 
Committee on Monday and appears 
to be in robust political health. 
The new Central Committee 
secretary announced in the 
communique is Yakov P. Ryabov . 
48, first secretary of the Communist 
party organization in the Sverd!ovsk 
district. 
NEW NAME 
CHlCAGO ( AP ) ~ There's a 
new name for Northeast Col-
lege. It ·s now known as Harry 
S Truman College in honor of 
the 32nd president of the United 
States. Trwnan College is one 
of the City Colleges of Chica~o . 
* ••••• * ••••••••••••• 
ZiSay's 
6 liS. Illinois 
Colored 
T-Shirts 
50 
each 
All designs 7 5·~ each 
Hours 1 1-5 
Mon.-Sat. 
(h,elI10 M ••• otlt Rooorlle) 
••••• * •••••• * ••••••• 
New ordinance bars dealers 
from Liquor Advisory Board 
By ~ Halla 
DIIiIy t:1JVCIu 8&d Writer 
With a divided vote, the City 
Council passed an ordinance 
harring liquor dealerS from the 
Liquor Advisory Board. 
Council members Joe Dakin and 
Archie Jooes voted with Mayor Neal 
Eckert to abolish the position while 
CouncilwO{llan Helen Westbe.rg and 
Councilman Hans Fischer voted to 
retain it 
1be council action came Monday 
after the Liquor Advisory Board 
recommended retention of the 
liquor dealer membership on the 
basis of a one-year term. 1be term 
had been for three years. 
Although the council did not 
specify that the ordinance was 
intended fo remove W_ Stephen 
. Hdfmann. the current liquor dealer 
on the board. it had that effect. 
The ordinance states that it "shall 
be in full force and effect from and 
after its passage, approval. 
record i ng a nd pub Iica t ion in 
areordanee with law." Ordinances 
are usually published several days 
after the mayor signs them 
following council approval. 
At a previous council meeting, 
Datin said keeping a liquor dealer 
on the board lOves that member 
access to 'into'r'mation other. 
members d the liquor business do 
not have. 
Fischer responded Monday 
saying the problem could be solved 
by not allowing the ex officio 
members ( liquor dealersl to have 
access to confidential information. 
Hoffmann said after the council 
meeting that he would not resign 
because it is "not necessary." He 
said instead he would not attend 
any future board meeting as a 
board member. 
The ordinance states , " The City 
Council of the City of Carbondale 
finds and determines that the best 
interests of the citizens of the City of 
Carbondale would b~ served if the 
Liquor Advisory Board of the City of 
Carbondale contained no ex officio 
members. and nO,members who are 
involved in the liquor business." 
Hoffmann is co;)wner of Eastgate 
Liquor ~.lart . Members of the local 
liquor industry had been given a 
seat on the board to provide the 
other members with expert advice. 
Ex uff:cio members have no voting 
rights. 
City Ally. John WO{llick said the 
ordinance was drafted at the 
request of the Carbondale Liquor 
~mission. 1be commission made 
the request in August after 
suspending the liquor licenses of 
Stephpn. Thomas and Philip 
Hdfmann and Robert and Thomas 
Palmier for misfiling their liquor 
license applications. Womick said. 
Hoffmann was appointed to the 
board by Eckert in 1969. H,is current 
term was to expire on May 5. 1978. 
In other action. the council 
terminated a contract with SIU 
wluch allowed the niversitv to 
provide the city with ambuiancc 
service. 
The term ination will take effect 
Ocl l Jackson County will take 
over tile service Nov. I. 
Eckert said the county's service 
will be cheaper than SlU·s . 
Teamster pension fund trustees 
resigning amid investigation 
8yChery1Debes 
AssocIated Press Writer 
CHICAGO (API-The Teamsters 
Union 's largest pension fund 
announced mass resignat ions of 
trustees Tuesday amid continuing 
federal inquiries into alleged 
corruption and ties to organized 
crime. 
A fund s pokesman said 11 of the 15 
trus tees of the $1.4 billion Central 
States. Southeast and Southwest 
Areas Pension Fund. would leave 
their posts. Another trustee s tepped 
down ea rli er . 
The s pokesman attributed the 
resigna tiOns to the fund 's " plan to 
s treamline the board to meet 
rapidly cha nging economic forces 
and to r espond to them more 
efficiently." A new board . whose 
members will be announced Friday . 
will be trimmed to to members . he 
~d. 
But sources in Washington said 
the trustees were informed in 
writing by the Labor Department 's 
chief legal officer . William J . 
Kilberg . that any deci s ions to 
remain on the board could be a 
factor in determining individua l 
liability in the event of civil action . 
At the same time . the sources 
said. no deals were made and the 
resignations would not r e lieve 
trustees of liability for past actions. 
Federal pension law stipulates that 
trustees can be held personally 
responsible for fund losses incurred 
as a result of wrongdoing. 
While fund officials refused 
further comment on reasons for the 
resignations. a government spokes-
man in Washington said they were 
Attorney: police spying 
papers were destroyed 
CHICAGO ( API - Intelligence 
records on 1.300 organizations and 
105,000 individuals were destroyed 
by the Chicago Police Department 
after it learned a suit was planned 
charging illegal police spying, a 
lawyer said Tuesday_ 
Richard Gutman. counsel for An 
Alliance to End Repression, a 
community coalition. said police 
also destroyed all records revealing 
the identities of at least 220 
informers . 
The Alliance and oOie organi -
zations filed suit in November. 1974-
Gutman said the police 
department destroyed tne records 
between November 1973 and March 
1974. He said records on at least 40 
informers were destroyed the 
month the lawsuit was filed . 
Gutman said one police 
department report indicated the 
Alliance planned to file suit and it 
noted. "It seems this time they are 
fmally ready to proceed with the 
lawsuil .It would only seem 
reasonable that any steps that can 
be taken to prepare for the possible 
problems ahead should be taken as 
soon as possible. It may be too late 
if postponed." 
@l2asrass 
"Tonight! 
The 
Roadside 
Band 
Don't miss their 
last night in Carbondale! 
the result of an ongoing federal 
probe into charges of illegal 
paypffs . mismanagement and 
-alleged con.nections with organized 
crime. 
Continued control of t he fund by 
certain trustees was "a matter of 
particular importance becaus e 
apparently a number of their major 
loans had reached a point calling for 
critical decisions." the government 
spokesman said. " And we felt the 
board evidenced little or no fa ith 
that it could ma ke those decisions 
prudently. " 
In St.Louis. Herman' Leuking Jr. , 
one of eight trustee; appointed by 
the trucking industry , said the new 
board will 'consist of five members 
appointed by the union and five 
~med by management. 
Hickory Log 
Restaurant 
MJrdale Shoppirg Cen1er 
549-7422 
(call ahead for orders) 
to 90 
Now o,.n TIl t~ pm. 
FridIIy & s.tuIdey 
- Sizzling stealcs 
- Sandwic#M!sJ 
- Catfish 
eSalods 
-Wine 
-Beer 
f~YO~ICJ 
In the Kener 
Ton\ghtr 
For Scotch 
lovers 
only! 
60~ 
Johnny 
Walker Red 
SIU gymnastics. teams to meet 
in the. 'Battle of the Sexes' . 
By Daft HeaD 
Daily Egypdaa Sparta Writer 
The . SIU women s gymnastics 
team annually marks the opening of 
the it's season with the Kennedy 
Memorial Meet, usuall y an 
intrasquad affair. 
In this season's meet, however, 
the women take on a tough foe, the 
SIU men's gymnastics team. The 
meet. scheduled for 7: 30 p. m . 
Friday in the SjU Arean, will open 
the season for both teams. 
Billed as "The Battle of the 
Sexes," the meet will pit the Saluki 
men. coached by Bill Meade, and 
the Saluki women, coached by Herb 
Vogel 
The Kennedy Memor ial Meet 
commemorates the opening of SIU 
women's gy mnastics fou rt een 
seasons ago on Nov. 22, 1963 when 
John F. Kennedy was assassinated. 
SIU fielded it's first women's team 
against the "Chambana team was 
already on it's wa. to Carbonda le 
when the tragedy was a nnounced to 
the world the competition was 
a llowed to take place. The enti re 
University, as well as the nation 
was in mourning. 
. ~ 
Some 3,000 students watched the 
SIU women in adion that night. 
Ever si nce, the women's team 
opens the season with the Kennedy 
Memorial Meet. remembering in 
action. the tragic event which 
marks the inception of women's 
gymnastiCS at SIU. 
" The Battle of t.he Sexes," will 
give the fans a chance to see both 
teams in action before the regular 
season schedule gets rolling. 
"We'll be on the road the next five 
weekends," Meade said, talking 
about the men's team. "This meet 
will give us a chance to see what we 
have. 
"People who come out will see 
some good stuff." he added. 
Meade's team is coming off a 
rebuilding season, but is considered 
a valid contender for an CAA 
Na tiona l title again th is season. 
The women's team holds the third 
position in the national preseason 
statistical ratings . Last season the 
team was hampered by Illness and 
injury and finished with it's poorest 
dual match record, 8·2, and a fourth 
place finish at the 1976 AIAW 
National Championship. 
The women's team is a perennial 
powerhouse in gymnastics and the 
fourth place finish was the worst in 
it's hist<ry. 
Coach Vogel's record speaks for 
itself. He has 3);1 victories to sL" 
defeats, and 16 national team lilies 
in his 20 years of collegiate 
coaching. Ten of those t itles were 
earned in 13 seasons with SIU. 
The women's team is anchored by 
Denise Didier, Cindy Moran, Beth 
Sheppard, Linda elson, Laura 
Hemberge r , Kim PaUl, Qianne 
Grayson, Jane Morava and LaRae 
Wilson. 
The mens team, the op~ent in 
"The Battle on the Sexes, , will be 
anc hor ed by seniors teve 
Shephard, Tony Har.son and Kim 
Wall and sophomores Kevin ~uenz. 
Scott McBroom , and Rick Adams. 
The meet will feature va ult ing 
and floor exercise competition, and 
women's uneven bars vs. men's 
pa rallel bars a nd women's balance 
beam '·s. men's pommel horse. 
Fans will be allowed on the floor 
a t the conclusion of the meet to take 
pictures and meet members of the 
teams. 
Four Salukis rank among leaders 
in recent Valley statistic rankings 
Andre Herrera ran rings around 
NortherD Illinois Saturday, while 
SJU won 5<Hl. to im prove both their 
rankings among Valley statis tic 
leaders. 
Drake beat Wes t Texas State for 
its first wi n of the season in the only 
conference game played. Other 
ga mes included Illinois State over 
Indiana State 24-14 (SJU plays 
Indiana State this weekend> , North 
Texas State beat ew Mexico State 
25-14 and Memphis defeated Wichita 
State 3Hl. 
In the Drake win over West 
Texas. fullback Robert Forbes 
gained 90 yards on the ground as 
they won 34-14. 
In statistics released Tuesday by 
The Valley, SIU's Andre Herrera 
not only took over the scoring lead. 
but moved 23 points in front of 
placekicker Steve Kro!off of Drake, 
who had the lead las t week . 
Herrera's six touchdowns on 
Saturday gave him 62 points for the 
season. 
Ken Seaman. with 31 points ( 5 
field goals, . 16 extra points>. ranks 
fourth in scoring and second in kick 
scor ing. 
Herrera kept his lead in the 
Valley rushing contest. His 1.035 
ya rds is 601 more than his nearest 
com petitor a nd his 147.8 'yards per 
game rushing average ranks him 
second in total offense. 
Steve Mick has a 40.8 yards per 
punt average which places him 
third and Kevin House ranks fifth 
in kickoff returns with a 19.6 yard 
"~q~ / 
The Salukis are last in The Valley 
in passing offense with just 73.4 
ya rds per game. but rank second in 
rushing because of Herrera. The 
combination leaves them in sixth 
place with only 269 yard~ per game. 
Defensivelv the Salukis are rated 
fifth allowing J.l6,4 yards per game. 
giving up 248 ya rds on the ground 
( fifth best in The Vallev> and 98.4 
ya rds in the air (second best>. 
PAPER ALCHEMY 
MADISON, Wis. (AP) - Like 
the alchemists of the Middle 
Ages who attempted to turn 
iron into gold , the citizens of 
this city have been turning old 
newspapers into money. For 
the past seven years residents 
of Madison have been coopera-
ting in a city-sponsored recycl-
ing drive . 
NFL Standings 
According to the American 
Paper institute, the organ-
ization that helped the city 
start its recycling program, 
Madison is like many American 
cities and towns that have dis-
covered there is profit in rec-
ycling . 
AMERICAN CONFERENCE 
Eastern Division 
W L T Pet. 
Bait .857 
N Eng .714 
Miami .429 
nuff .286 
NY Jets 1 6 . 143 
Central Division 
Cinci 5 2 .714 
Cleve 4 3 .571 
Hstn 4 3 .571 
Pitts 3 4 ,429 
Western Division 
Okld 6 1 .857 
Denv 4 3 .571 
S Diego 4 3 .571 
Kan City 2 .286 
Tpa Bay 0 .000 
NATIONAL CONFERENCE 
Eastern Division 
W L T 
DaJlas 6 1 0 
S Louis 2 0 
Wash 2 0 
Phila 5 0 
NY Gts 7 0 
Central Division 
Minn 6 0 
Dtrt 3 4 •. 
Chcgo 3 4 
Gn Bay 3 4 
Western Division 
S Fran 6 1 
LA. 5 1 
N Odns 2 
Stle 1 
Atlnta I 
Pd. 
.857 
.714 
.714 
.286 
.000 
.929 
.-129 
.429 
.429 
.857 
. i86 
.286 
. 143 
. 143 
I····················· ~ .. lin~ 
~ Super "tl;:.(' 
. . 
: Gold "'_, ~" 
-~ r u 5 h t ~ ' .~ . ; 
. 
....................... 
free to ·challenge ... 
Joe 
.Dakin State RepreseNtat ive Nov. 2,1976 
Pw.:h 104. Give Joe 3 votes. 
Paid for bV dtizenS' for Dakin, Douglas E riksal, Treasurer. 107 S. Parrish. Carbaldale. 
B01(11 commi"ee 
leans 'oUJard Pi" 
. for Orange BOUJI 
MIAMI (APl-There's nearly a 
mooth remaining before college 
bowl committees can send out 
~r~~iod~'t ';:~ ~~~gcfes~:~~ 
have second-ranked Pittsburgh for -
the New Year's night evenL 
RESEARCH 
FREE CATALOG ' 
Wnle or call for your copy of Our 
latest catalog of. over 8.000 re-
search papers. These papers are 
deSIgned to HELP YOU IN THE 
PREPARA TlON 01' 
• Research Papers 
• Essays • Case StudIes 
• Speeches • Book ReVIews 
A .. MaJ'- ' I. 'S Sold 
n..rIday, Oct. 28 
8 pm. 
For AH"",'Ct\ A.sS'II"ncfO Only 
AUTHORS' RESEARCH SERVICES INC. 
.s07 SOulh OearDOr" St,eez~ Suite 6QO 
Chicago illinOIS 60605 
Stu. Ctr. Ballroom 0 
No .acIrniaion 
~."'~ ij Great Italian Food 
Wednesday 
All the Spaghetti you can eat 
plus a salad 
$2.25 
2n4 W. College Zpm - 7pm 549-7242 
CHlllEIIE; 
If you'Ve got it, prove it. If you want 
it, work for it. If you think you're a 
leader, show us. That's what we ask 
and expect of every college man 
who enters our Platoon Leaders 
Class commissioning program. PLC 
· . . with ground, air and law options, 
summer training , and the chance for 
up to $2,700 infinancial assista'nce, 
But to make our team . . , you have to 
meet our challenge. _ " 
THE MARINES ARE LOOKING 
FOR A FEW GOQD MEN. 
To accept the Challenge 
of being a Mari'ne Officer, 
stop by the River Rooms 
on 
October 27 & 28 
--between 
9 a.m.-4 · p.m. 
and see the Marine Officer 
Selecti~n Officer. 
Daily Egyptian. October '0, 1976. Page '0 
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Herrera is . the big name SIU Jootball .needs 
Andre Herrera did it all last week. 
He set five SIU records, tied one and set one NCAA 
record. ~ 
And the best achievement that he got came 
recently. Korch 
around the football program more in half a season 
than he was expected to do in two seasons. ( And 
believe it or not. among the five Division I schools in 
the state. SIU now has th(' best record of them all. 
For Herrera. a game like Satur<!ay's should assure 
him of getting drafted high in the 'NFL college player 
draft next February ( if there is one) . He may not go 
in the first round or two. but should be a cinch to be 
pic.ked by the end of the third. 
First, he was named to the UPI Backfield of the . 
Week. Next, he was named the Valley Player of the 
Week ( for the third time this year). And late Monday 
evening, the Associated Press named Herrera the 
Back of the Week in the nation. , 
Those honors place him in a category with such 
collegiate greats as O.J. Simpson, Jim Plunkett and 
on Sports 
By Rick Korcb 
Sports EditOr 
'Td love to play pro football ." Herrera said before 
practice Tuesday. "It's something that anybody' 
would like to get into." . 
Archie Griffin. -
The only difference this time is that Herrera is 
from SIU. 
:;:::::;:::;:::::::;:;:;:::::;:;:::::;:;:::;:::;:;:::::;:;:;:;:;:;:::::;:;:::;:;:;:::::;:;:;:;:::;:;:;:::::::::::::::::::;::::::::=:::::::::::::::::::::::: Since the season is stiU going on. he is trying to put 
any thoughts of being drafted out of his mind. but 
still admits. " I think about it because the scouts have 
been coming here since practice s tarted. One can only imagine what Herrera 's performance 
means for the SIU football program. 
runner was to the record, but that he might ' have 
kept him in the game had Herrera been " only five or 
10 yards ofr' the record. " But I can' t think about it too much or it'lI affect 
my performance." What it probably means is that it will help bolster 
SIU's national recognition more than any other game 
in the 61-year history of SIU football. 
. Dempsey added that he also wanted to get other 
players into the ~ame. " We' re trying to build a 
football program,' he said. 
Everyone tnought it would take a long time. and a 
lot of help to get the football team so much 
recognition. but little did everyone know that there 
was someone on campus who would do it so fast. 
Herrera sat out the last nine minutes of the game 
which could have been enough time for him to break 
the NCAA record for most yards in one game (350) . 
But the main reason was that Herrera was hurting 
with a few minor injuries, some that he had going 
into the game. His name is And~ Herrera. -
Most of the few hundred people who stuck out the 
rain-drenched game were disappointed in Coach Rey 
Dempsey's decision to remove Herrera. Some of 
them stiU can' t figure out his reasoning. 
" He could have got really busted up if I had left 
him in," Dempsey said. " It's too bad that he didn' t 
get it. Maybe I made a mistake." 
Cagers Ranked 
•. In the first college basketball poll to come- out this 
year. the Saluki basketball team is ranked 19th in the 
nation. The poll is by Popular Sports magazine. 
No coach, you didn't make a mistake. 
" I promised myself a long time ago that I wouldn ' t 
do that type of thing---!eave a player in a game just 
to get a record," Dempsey said . . 
It's easy to say it was a mistake, but what if 
Herrera had been injured? What then? The team wiIJ get an early test when it opens the 
season against 17th ranked Missouri on Nov. 26 in St. 
Louis. He added that he didn't know how close his star 
Also, it would be hard to cut down anything that 
Dempsey has done this year_ He has already turned 
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The recognition continues to 
pour in for Saluki tailback Andre 
Herrera . 
By Tuesday afternoon, he had 
already been named the Valley 
Press Back of the Week part of 
and United Press International's 
Backfield of the Week . 
Herrera ' s current statistics 
show him with 1,035 yards on 182 
carries for an impress ive 5.7 
average per carry . He also has 10 
touchdowns, and one-two point 
extra point for 62 total points" 
After Saturday's performance, 
be is listed in the SIU record book 
in six categories, and is within 
close range of six others. 
Of his records, two of them-
most yards and touchdowns-
would qualify as records in the 
Valley, but since SIU is not 
competing fo r the conference 
championship this year in 
football, the records will go into 
the b.Qok with an ast e rick, 
according to Valley Public 
Relations Director Gary Griffith. 
Griffith also pointed out that 
Herrera is the first Valley player 
to achieve the Player of the Week 
award three times in oce year. 
Andre Herrera 
~\:::::~:::: ~::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::~::::::::::7::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.<:::.: ::.:::-: 
Cagers open preseason 
:::::::::::::::::::::;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=::: 
with intrasqu:ad game 
By Rick Korcb I'm disapI;>?inted that AI has missed the 
Dally EgypdaD Sports Editor p'ractice, ' Coach Paul Lambert said. 
The Saluki basketball preseason 'As a freshman, he has the most to 
starts at 7: 30 p.m. Wednesday with an learn. " 
intrasquad game at Mcleansboro High Lambert didn ' t know the exae 
School. pairings of the teams yet, but said the 
All the players on the team will play game will consist of 2O-minute halves. 
in the game, although two of Chem, The team hasn' t worked on out-QI 
senior forward Corky Abrams and bounds plays yet, so all plays will start 
freshman center AI Grant. have missed from the side. 
practice lately and may not play much. The game is the I'Irst of three 
Grant was hit by a virus last w~k intrasquad games to be played at 
and has missed practice since then. Southern Illinois High Schools. 
while Abrams had a tooth pulled Three years ago, West Frankfort 
Monday and didn' t resume practice High School invited the team to play 
until Tuesday. there, and Lambert has continued 
" Practice has been going well, but playing at high schools when invited . 
• ~::,,:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::c:~: 
1 Saluki slate of events it 
~:~: Friday field a c ross from Recreation t 
:::: BuiJding. . ... ~:~: 7: 30 p.m.-"The Battle of the Football vs. Indiana State at :jl~ 
I :;~~;:;;; ~~~~:~~:~~i I 
·L~~~~Ei~~i~=,"tJ£~~ii>~i;~;:"J 
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lNhile the ball fell to the ground 
in last Saturday's rugby game, 
the 51 U ruggers and members 
of the University of Illinois 
seemed like they had other 
things, such as fighting, on 
their minds, The "A" team lost 
28-8, while the "B" team won 
lG-8. (Phot~ hy Tony suau) 
r. 8jiOits 
Three women runners 
qualify for nationals 
In a lime trial held by the women's before the r"ace. 
cross country team Monday at " I thought they all had an outside 
McAndrew Stadium , three runners chance, but you can ' t tell ," said 
qualified for the national meet to be held Blackman , " because sometimes the 
at the University of Wisconsin in runners get cramps-6r get stiff." 
Madison on Nov. 13. Carol Anderson didn' t finish the race 
Needing to run the three-mile course because of a leg cramp, but Blackman is 
in less than nineteen minutes , Peggy optimistic about he.r chances of making 
Evans 08 :37). Linda Snovak 0 8:50> , the cutoff, and has high hopes for 
and Cathy Oliarello 08:51) all made it , Reuster and Grandis. 
with Cindy Reuster (19:30) and Trish This Saturday the team travels to 
Grandis 0 9 :05 ) just off the mark . ·Southwest Missouri for the Ozark 
Reuster and Grandis will get anotlier C Invitational. 
chance to qualify Wednesday afternoon , " It will be a real tough meet. We beat 
since Saturday is the cutoff for Southwest Missouri already this year, 
submitting national limes. but the toughest competition will come 
Coach Claudia Blackman was pleased from Kansas State University ," 
with her team's effort. but was worried Blackman said. 
